
List of adresses for prisoner writing, partly up to date as of april 2023

sorted by location of Prison

USA – Chile – UK – France – Germany – Greece – Italy – Spain – Turkey – Indonesia – Russia -
Belarus

USA
[All US federal prisoners' addresses can also be located at: www.bop.gov/inmateloc/]

Stop Cop City and Defend Weelaunee Forest in Atlanta 
In the context of this intersectional movement, several people have been arrested and charged with 
domestic terrorism. The ones listed here are not the only ones imprisoned in this context. Those still
sitting in Dekalb County Jail can only receive pre-metered USPS postcards. More names and 
information can be found via scenes.noblogs.org 

Frankie 

Francis Carroll #PO1129551,c/o securus digital mail center, fulton county jail, po box 989, lebanon,
mo 65536, USA [correct as of 25/03/23]

Fulton County Accepts: letters in blue or black ink, postcards, very limited books (coordinate with 
support team)

They/Them

Emily

Emily Murphy #2300000841, 5NE Room 213, Atlanta City Detention Center, 254 Peachtree St SW,
Atlanta, GA 30303 [correct as of 25/03/23]

ACDC accepts: letters in blue or black ink, postcards, books from a publisher

They/Them, vegan

Henri

Madeleine Feola #2300000840, 5SE Room 205, Atlanta City Detention Center, 254 Peachtree St. 
SW, Atlanta, GA 30303 [correct as of 25/03/23]

ACDC accepts: letters in blue or black ink, postcards, books from a publisher

He/they

 others

Noah Coffin

#1795167, O.B. Ellis Unit, 1697 FM 980, Huntsville, TX 77343, USA

http://www.bop.gov/inmateloc/


Sofia Johnson 

#23976151, Coffee Creek Correctional Facility, 24499 SW Grahams Ferry Road, Wilsonville, OR 
97070, USA. [Correct as of: 20/02/23]

Sofia ‘Candle’ Johnson is a non-binary trans woman and 25-year-old Egoist Anarchist currently in 
the custody of the Oregon Department of Corrections, confined at Coffee Creek, a women’s 
Correctional Facility. Her pronouns are she/they. Raised in the white suburbs of Broward County, 
Florida, Sofia is an anarchist who was born to much privilege, though she has been closeted until 
her early 20s and afforded little political discourse with anarchists prior to her chats with Manning. 
Sofia has been undergoing hormone replacement therapy since March 23rd of 2018, and expects to 
undergo vaginoplasty sometime-in-custody with appropriate support. Sofia is half-Venezuelan, and 
speaks some Spanish.

Sofia has taken large-responsibility for orchestrating a riot in Portland that placed her in the public 
eye. Due to an FBI informant in her inner circle, Sofia was arrested at the scene of the riot by being 
led into a honeypot while injured. She had smashed open multiple windows of a shopping district, 
the windows of a church, and destroyed an ATM. Sofia has accepted a plea-agreement for these 
charges, and is now convicted of ‘Riot’ and ‘Criminal Mischief in the 1st Degree’, owing some 
$11,000 in restitution.

Sofia’s sentence is largely driven, time-wise, by her conviction in relation to her robbery of a 7/11 
in Beaverton, Oregon; she robbed the cashier at gunpoint for around-$860 and a handful of 
Backwoods cigars. Though she succeeded in fleeing from the police, she was later indicted while in 
custody pertaining to charges that arose from her squatting of a vacant veterinary clinic. She 
accepted a plea-agreement of the mandatory-minimum, 90-months.
www.freesofiajohnson.com/

Daniel Baker

 #25765-509, FCI Memphis, P.O. Box 34550, Memphis, TN 38184, USA. [Correct as of: 20/02/23]

Dan Baker is a social justice activist and anarchist. He is also a former army veteran who went 
AWOL instead of fighting in Iraq, and then took his training to help defend Rojava with the 
International Freedom Battalion and was featured on VICE. Dan was also active during the George 
Floyd Rebellion and took part in CHAZ. He was arrested on January 15, 2021 after the FBI 
compiled social media posts related to Trump supporters' actions on inauguration day to build a 
criminal case against him.

Dan was facing up to 10 years for two counts of transmitting a communication in interstate 
commerce containing a threat to kidnap or injure. He was sentenced to 44 months in prison and 3 
years of supervised release. The 34-year-old yoga teacher and emergency medical technician 
trainee's calls for armed defence against possible far-right attacks led to a much harsher sentence 
than that facing most insurrectionists and his legal team is appealing the verdict.

Mail restrictions: Letters must be single-sided and no more than 5 pages per envelope. No colored 
envelopes or photos are allowed.

Jennifer Amelia Rose 

#E-23852, Salinas Valley State Prison D3-1250, P. O. Box 1050, Soledad, CA 93960-1050, USA. 
[Correct as of: 20/02/23]

Jennifer Amelia Rose aka "Babygirl" is an anti-authoritarian trans woman and insurrectionist 
amazon held captive for over 25 years for armed robberies and a 1995 attack on a district attorney 

https://www.freesofiajohnson.com/


and associate prison warden. She took part in the 1991 Folsom Prison hunger strike, after which she
was beaGreen Scareten and tortured, convicted for armed resistance, and sentenced to multiple 25-
to-life sentences under the Three Strikes Law. She has spent over ten years in solitary confinement 
at Folsom and the Pelican Bay Secure Housing Unit. Despite all of this, Jennifer continues to 
struggle for freedom, remaining a committed anti-authoritarian, anti-imperialist, anti-racist, anti-
fascist, and anti-capitalist.
https://babygirlgann.noblogs.org/

Jessica Reznicek

 #19293-030, FCI Waseca PO Box 1731 Waseca, MN 56093, USA. [Correct as of: 16/02/23]

Jessica Reznicek is a 40 year old land and water defender who has worked with and lived in the Des
Moines Catholic Worker Community for the last 10 years. In 2016, Jessica took a stand against the 
construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline in Iowa. Jessica attended public comment hearings, 
gathered signatures for valid requests for Environmental Impact Statements, and participated in 
civil disobedience, hunger strikes, marches and rallies, boycotts and encampments. When the 
process failed, she concluded the system was broken, and it was up to individuals to take action and 
protect the water. She and a fellow Catholic Worker then spent the next couple months disabling 
construction machinery along the pipeline route. No one was injured by their actions, and the land 
was protected from the flow of oil for an additional six months. On February 6, 2021, Jessica 
pleaded guilty to one count of Conspiracy to Damage an Energy Facility and on June 30, 2021 was 
designated a domestic terrorist by the court and sentenced to 8 years in prison, followed by 3 years 
supervised probation, and a restitution of $3,198,512.70 paid to Energy Transfer LLC.

Gage Halupowski

 #21894460, South Fork Forest Camp, 48300 Wilson River Highway, Tillamook, Oregon 97141-
9799, USA. [Correct as of: 16/02/23]

Gage was arrested at a counter demonstration against a far-right rally in Portland, Oregon on June 
29, 2019 and had been locked up at the local county jail since that day with a high bail. Then on 
November 1st Gage accepted a non-cooperation plea deal, plead guilty to an assault charge, and was
sentenced to nearly 6 years in prison. On November 29th Gage arrived at the prison where he’ll 
most likely be doing the majority of his time in Ontario, Oregon which is out by the Idaho border

Here is the contact info for PNW Anti-fascist Workers Collective ,or follow them on Twitter for 
updates on Gage or other Portland area Antifascist defendants or prisoners.

Here is where you can find contact info for Rose City Antifa, or follow them on Twitter for updates 
on Gage or other Portland area Antifascist defendants or prisoners.

Eric King 

#27090-045, USP Florence ADMAX, PO Box 8500, Florence, CO 81226, USA. [Correct as of: 
22/02/23]

Eric G. King, a 28-year-old vegan anarchist, was arrested and charged with an attempted 
firebombing of a government official's office in Kansas City, MO in September 2014. Eric is being 
charged with throwing a hammer through a window of the building, followed by two lit Molotov 
cocktails.

On March 3, 2016, he accepted a non-cooperating plea agreement to one count of using "explosive 
materials to commit arson of property used in or affecting interstate commerce". Then almost three 
months later on June 28, at the federal courthouse in Kansas City, Missouri. Eric King was 

https://twitter.com/rosecityantifa
http://rosecityantifa.org/
https://twitter.com/PNWAWC
http://pnwawc.com/home/
https://babygirlgann.noblogs.org/


sentenced to ten years, the statutory minimum and maximum for the charge he plead guilty to. His 
release date is June 2, 2023.

More information at:
https://supportericking.org/

You can also help Eric towards the costs of phone calls with friends and supporters to prevent him 
from being isolated, the costs of books and shipping to help him pass the time inside (much of 
which has been in solitary confinement), and commissary to help him purchase toiletry items and 
vegan food, as well as helping people to come support him by pack the courtroom for Eric's trial, by
donating to Eric's Fundrazr account.

NB: Mail at USP McCreary has very strict standards. He can only receive mail written in blue or 
black ink (including printed mail). No colored ink or pencil.
He can only receive mail written/printed on white paper with standard thickness.
No postcards.
Envelops must be addressed by printing or writing address in envelope (no labels). Only white 
envelopes.

Green Scare
In a widespread coordinated FBI sweep called 'Operation Backfire' in early 2006, a number of 
people have been imprisoned for acts of ELF and ALF (Earth Liberation Front and Animal 
Liberation Front) property destruction and sabotage, implicated by informers and other defendants. 
One of the defendants, Bill Rodgers from Arizona, was found dead in his cell while on remand in an
apparent suicide. The term Green Scare refers to the federal government's expanding prosecution 
efforts against animal liberation and ecological activists, drawing parallels to the "Red Scares" of 
the 1910's and 1950s.

Marius Jacob Mason

, #04672-061, FCI Danbury, Route 37, Danbury, CT 06811, USA. [Correct as of: 16/02/23]

Sentenced to 21 years and 10 months for involvement in ELF arsons, against a University building 
carrying out Genetically Modified crop tests and other ELF actions, Marius has received the longest
sentence of any of the Green Scare defendants.
UPDATE: We would like to let everyone know that Marius Jacob Mason will no longer be using 
the name Marie, and will be using male pronouns. We hope that you will all join us in supporting 
Marius through this transition, which will no doubt be extra challenging within the prison system.
NB: Until his name is legally changed, any mail sent to Marius in prison will still need to be 
addressed to ‘Marie Mason’ on the envelope. This goes for donations also.
Please write to Marius at this time! Receiving supportive and friendly mail makes a world of 
difference. [source] [20/07/14]

others

Michael Kimble

 #138017/G1-24A, Willian E. Donaldson Corr. Facility, 100 Warrior Lane, Bessemer, AL 35023, 
USA. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Michael Kimble is a black, gay anarchist serving a life sentence in Alabama for the murder of a 
white, homophobic, racist bigot. During his first years of imprisonment, Michael embraced 
communism, but soon moved away from it and toward anarchy because, as he describes it 

http://earthfirstjournal.org/newswire/2014/07/07/free-marius-jacob-mason/
https://fundrazr.com/campaigns/0yoZc/sh/a4jVK6
https://supportericking.org/


"anarchism is not about building a hierarchical structure for liberation somewhere in the distant 
future, but about living your life, now, in a fashion that’s liberating."
Michael has a long history of both individual and collective struggle against prison authority, and 
continues to engage in the fight against prison slave labour as part of the Free Alabama Movement.
https://anarchylive.noblogs.org/

Leonard Peltier 

# 89637-132 USP Coleman I, PO Box 1033, Coleman, Fl 33521, USA. [Correct as of: 20/02/23]

Leonard was an American Indian Movement (AIM) activist framed by a COINTELPRO operation 
for the murder of two FBI agents in 1975 and is serving two consecutive life sentences. He's 
gravely ill at the moment and has recently been denied access to a life-saving Hepatitis C treatment 
[September 2016]. 
His support group can be contacted: LPDC, PO Box 583, Lawrence, KS 66044, USA. 
email: lpdcomite@aol.com
www.freepeltiernow.org

John Graham

#04321, South Dakota State Penitentiary, Box 5911, Sioux Falls, SD 57117-5911, USA. [

Correct as of: 01/02/22]

John was an American Indian Movement (AIM) activist and was arrested in Vancouver in 
December 2003, and extradited to South Dakota in December 2007. The allegations against John 
are of murdering fellow AIM member Anna Mae Pictou in 1975. John Graham denies he killed 
Anna Mae. 
www.grahamdefense.org/

Oso Blanco 

(Byron Shane Chubbuck)  #07909-051, USP Victorville, Post Office Box 3900, Adelanto, 
California 92301, USA. [Correct as of: 16/02/23]

Oso Blanco is an indigenous activist originally serving 80 years in prison for a series of bank 
expropriations throughout the southwest in 1998-1999. In 2016, 25 years were taken off his 
sentence when he won his Johnson v. U.S. appeal. He is part of the wolf clan Cherokee/Choctaw, 
raised in New Mexico. His indigenous name is Oso Blanco or Yona Unega in Cherokee. He was 
known to the FBI as 'Robin the Hood' because he informed the bank tellers he was expropriating 
funds to assist the poor and indigenous people fighting for independence in the southern Mexican 
state of Chiapas.
[Address envelope to Byron Chubbuck]

Sean Swain

 #2015638 OSP Youngstown, 878 Coitsville-Hubbard Rd, Youngstown, OH 44505, USA. [Correct 
as of: 16/02/23]

An anarchist/indigenous prisoner and former union organiser fighting his conviction by citing the 
US government's illegal occupation of native land, also by running for governor of Ohio from 
prison as a Zapatista candidate in 2010.

http://www.grahamdefense.org/
http://www.freepeltiernow.org/welcome.htm
https://anarchylive.noblogs.org/


He has been held without a legal conviction or sentence since 1991 for the self-defence killing of a 
court official’s relative who broke into Sean’s home and threatened his life. In 2011, the Ohio Adult 
Parole Authority gave Sean a continuance of 5 years without notifying his counsel of a full-board 
hearing as required by statute. None of the State’s laws apply in Sean Swain’s case. His next parole 
eligibility date is in 2016 but there is no reason to believe the State will have any greater regard for 
justice or truth than it does now, so Sean has stated that he will not attend that hearing.
Check out Sean's regular posts on his blog.

Casey Brezik

, #1154765, Western Reception & Diagnostic Correctional Center, 3401 Faraon, St. Joseph, 
Missouri 64506, USA. [Correct as of: 16/02/23]

Casey Brezik is an anarchist from the Kansas City area. In 2010, anarchist Casey Brezik tried to 
assassinate the governor of Missouri. In June 2013, he was convicted and sentenced to a dozen 
years on each of three counts – assault and two armed criminal action charges – and seven years on 
a second count of assault. All sentences will run concurrently.

Xinachtli 

(Alvaro Hernández) #255735, McConnell Unit, 3001 South Emily Drive. Beeville, TX 78102, 
USA. [Correct as of: 20/02/23]

Xinachtli is a Chicano-Mexicano, anarchist political prisoner sentenced to 50 years in prison for 
aggravated assault on an officer when he disarmed a sheriff attempting to shoot him. Since in April 
2016, he has been going by his chosen name Xinachtli, which is Nahuatl for seed.
[Address envelope to Alvaro Hernández]

Mumia Abu-Jamal 

AM8335, SCI Mahanoy, 301 Morea Road, Frackville, PA 17932, USA. [Correct as of: 20/02/23]

Mumia is an ex-Black Panther, radical journalist and MOVE supporter who was framed for the 
murder of a cop in 1981. The death sentence for Mumia has been overturned, but his defence team 
has 180 days, to put together an appeal against his sentence being commuted to life. For more info 
contact International Concerned Family and Friends of Mumia Abu-Jamal, PO Box 19709, 
Philadelphia, PA 19143, USA.
www.freemumia.com/

Bill Dunne

Bill Dunne is an anti-authoritarian sentenced to 90 years for the attempted liberation of comrades 
from Seattle’s King County Jail in 1979 and for attempting to break himself out of Leavenworth 
Penitentiary in 1983. Dunne was charged with possession of an automatic weapon, auto theft, and 
with aiding & abetting the escape. Charges further alleged the operation was financed by bank 
expropriations and facilitated by illegal acquisition of weapons and explosives. Bill and his 
codefendant, Larry Giddings, were accused by police of being “members of a small, heavily armed 
group of revolutionaries,” associated with the Wellspring Communion.

Dunne has made the rounds of the federal prison system with stints at the infamous Control Unit in 
Marion, Illinois; Atwater; and Big Sandy where he has assisted prisoners with political & academic 
education. Bill also organizes solidarity runs in conjunction with the Anarchist Black Cross 

http://www.freemumia.com/
https://seanswain.noblogs.org/


Federation’s “Running Down the Walls” 5K runs and has edited and written for 4 Struggle 
magazine.

Larry Giddings was paroled from federal prison in 2004. Bill went before the parole board in the 
winter of 2014, was rejected and given a 15 year ‘hit’ (meaning he cannot go back to the board for 
that time period).

Address:
Bill Dunne #10916-086
FCI Victorville Medium I
PO Box 3725
Adelanto, California 92301

ED POINDEXTER 

#27767--Nebraska State Penitentiary
P.O. Box 2500
Lincoln, NE 68542
United States

Birthday: November 1, 1944
Affiliation: Black Panther Party
Captured: 1971-life. Denied parole 4 times.

JOY POWELL 

#07G0632--Bedford Hills CF
P.O. Box 1000
Bedford Hills, NY 10507-2499
United States

Affiliation: Community Activist
Captured: 2007 - life plus 16 years.
IN PRISON 12 YEARS

As a pastor and a consistent activist against police brutality, violence and oppression in her 
community, Rev. Joy Powell was warned by the Rochester Police department that she was a target 
because of her speaking out against corruption, the police brutality and “police justifications” in 
Rochester NY. As a result, Rev. Joy was accused and convicted of 1st Degree Burglary and 
Assault.”

FreeJoyPowell.org

http://freejoypowell.org/


CHILE
Mónica Caballero Sepúlveda

Centro de prisión preventiva de mujeres de San Miguel, San Francisco 4756, San Miguel 8930019, 
Región Metrópolitana, Chile. [Correct as of: 14/03/23]

El 24 de julio del 2020 Mónica es detenida junto a Francisco. Mónica es acusada junto a Francisco 
del doble atentado explosivo contra el edificio Tánica en el adinerado barrio de Vitacura el 27 de 
febrero del 2020, en plena revuelta, acción revindicada por “Afinidades Armadas en Revuelta”.

Contra Mónica también pesa una acusación de una supuesta tenencia de marihuana en el hogar que 
fue allanado

Ambos compañeros han enfrentado en varios momentos la cárcel tanto en Chile (caso bombas 
2010), como España (Atentado a la Basílica del Pilar, 2013).

Desde la prision la compañera se encuentra levantando y participando una instancia intracarcelaria 
de «prisionerxs anarquistas y subversivxs» junto a otrxs compañerxs tras las rejas.

Situación judicial: Formalizada por Ley de Control de Armas, Aun en periodo de investigación

Francisco Solar Domínguez

Complejo Penitenciario Rancagua – Módulo 2, Calle La Gonzálina s/n, Rancagua 2820000, Región 
O’Higgins, Chile. [Correct as of: 14/03/23]

In the early hours of Friday, July 24, 2020, a number of searches took place in Santiago, Chile, and 
two anarchists, Francisco Solar and Mónica Caballero, were arrested, accused of several actions 
with explosive devices between 2019 and 2020. Specifically, both are accused of the double 
explosive attack that took place inside the Tánica building, a former Transoceánica real estate 
agency, in the wealthy municipality of Vitacura, on February 27, 2020, an action claimed by the 
Afinidades Armadas en Revuelta (Armed Affinities in Revolt). While only Francisco is accused of 
the shipment of two parcel bombs: the first against the 54th police station of Huchuraba, in the 
northern area of Santiago, which on July 25, 2019 caused the injury of eight policemen; the second 
to the offices of Quiñenco, against the former Minister of the Interior Rodrigo Hinzpeter, in the 
municipality of Las Condes, which arrived on the same date but was defused. This last double 
action was claimed by the Cómplices Sediciosos / Fracción por la Venganza (Seditious Accomplices
/ Fraction for Vengeance).

Previously, Mónica and Francisco were arrested on August 14, 2010, in Chile, in the context of the 
repressive anti-anarchist operation called 'Caso Bombas'. In previous years, at least a hundred arson 
and explosive attacks had targeted power structures. On June 1, 2012, all the defendants were 
acquitted. They were subsequently arrested on November 13, 2013 in Spain and charged with 
carrying out the explosive attack against the Basilica del Pilar in Zaragoza (October 2, 2013). At the
end of a lengthy trial they were finally sentenced to 4 years and 6 months. On March 7, 2017, they 
were released from prison and deported from Spain to Chile.

Juan Flores Riquelme

Complejo Penitenciario Rancagua – Módulo 1, Calle La Gonzálina s/n, Rancagua 2820000, Región 
O’Higgins — Chile. [Correct as of: 14/03/23]

https://noticiasdelaguerrasocial.wordpress.com/2020/03/14/doble-ataque-explosivo-en-vitacura-comunicado-de-afinidades-armadas-en-revuelta/


Juan Flores is serving a sentence of 23 years, having been convicted by the Chilean state for 
incendiary attacks in 2014 claimed by the Conspiracy Cells of Fire & International Conspiracy of 
Revenge. On July 23, 2014 a CCF cell bombed Los Dominicans station on the Santiago Metro, and 
on September 8, 2014 a shopping mall in Las Condes. In both instances, measures were taken to 
ensure the bombswould not hurt anyone, but in the former a bag containing the bomb was moved by
a Metro employee, and in the latter the 
police ignored a warning call the CCF cell made 10 minutes before the bomb was set to go off. As a
result, the attacks ended up injuring people, so the Chilean state was able to claim they were meant 
to terrorise the population, and used an anti-terrorism law to obtain maximum sentencing on March 
15, 2018 after proclaiming Juan guilty of both attacks. Two other anarchist comrades, Nataly 
Casanova and Guillermo Durán, who were arrested along with Juan Flores on September 18, 2014 
in a large police operation and were initially charged alongside him, but after over three years of 
imprisonment and criminal proceedings, they were found not 
guilty on all counts.

Ignacio Andrés and Luis Enrique Avaca Mancilla

Twenty-one year old twins Ignacio Andrés and Luis Enrique Avaca Mancilla charged with the 
offences of manufacturing and sending an explosive device to the fourth police station in Talca in 
November 2020. Currently held in preventative detention, they are also charged with the crimes of 
less serious injury and damage against Carabineros, as the incident left two officers injured with 
acoustic trauma.

Luis Avaca
Ignacio Avaca, 

Complejo Penitenciario Rancagua – Módulo 1, Calle La Gonzálina s/n, Rancagua 2820000, Región 
O’Higgins — Chile. [Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Joaquín García Chanks

, Complejo Penitenciario Rancagua – Módulo 1, Calle La Gonzálina s/n, Rancagua 2820000, 
Región O’Higgins — Chile. [Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Joaquín whas convicted for bombing a prison guard training facility in San Bernardo, Chile, along 
with his comrade Kevin Garrido. They were both arrested the day of the bombing on November 19, 
2015, and were held in prison until September 2018, when the court sentenced Kevin to 17 years, 
and Joaquín to 13. On November 2, 2018, Kevin was murdered in prison by another prisoner.
In 2016, while awaiting sentence, Joaquín attacked the former boss of the intelligence police during 
the Pinochet dictatorship inside the prison they both were held in.

Marcelo Villarroel Sepúlveda

Complejo Penitenciario Rancagua – Módulo 1, Calle La Gonzálina s/n, Rancagua 2820000, Región 
O’Higgins — Chile [Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Ex miembro del  Mapu Lautaro y prisionero político en la  década de los 90 actual  Subversivo
Autónomo Libertario.Marcelo es acusado de participar en un asalto al banco Santander (Valparaíso
Septiembre 2007) y al Banco Security en Octubre del 2007 donde en la retirada muere el agente de



la represión Luis Moyano en un enfrentamiento armado.Tras permanecer prófugo es detenido en
Marzo del año 2008 en Argentina junto con Freddy Fuentevilla siendo procesados por tenencia
ilegal  de  armas.  Finalmente,  a  fines  del  año  2009  son  expulsados  a  $hile.  Tras  asumir  la
clandestinidad, Marcelo rompe con la «libertad condicional», derecho que mantenía 

https://publicacionrefractario.wordpress.com/tag/marcelo-villarroel/
https://publicacionrefractario.wordpress.com/tag/caso-security/
mailto:rsanticarcelaria@riseup.net
https://publicacionrefractario.wordpress.com/2018/08/26/2o-comunicado-publico-de-la-red-solidaria-antikarcelaria-con-juan-y-marcelo/


Menor de edad detenida junto a Marjorie “mayo” el 17 de mayo del 2022 acusadas de la quema de 
3 buses del transantiago en Peñalolen en marzo del mismo año.

Situación judicial: Aun en investigación.

*Tomás

CÁRCEL CONCESIONADA/PRIVADA SANTIAGO UNO, Avenida Pedro Montt n°1902 , 
Santiago, Chile [Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Compañero detenido junto con Mawünhko en mayo del 2022, tras producirse un enfrentamiento 
luego de un control de identidad. Siendo acusado de porte de arma, munición y doble homicidio 
frustrado a la policía.

Situación judicial: Aun en investigación.

Matías Jordano Berrocal

CÁRCEL CONCESIONADA/PRIVADA SANTIAGO UNO, Avenida Pedro Montt n°1902 , 
Santiago, Chile

 [Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Prisionero en el contexto de revuelta, detenido en octubre del 2020 acusado de distintos ataques a la
comisaria policial entre agosto y octubre del 2020, en la población Lo Hermida. Es formalizado por 
asociación ilícita, homicidio frustrado, lanzamiento de bombas molotov, entre otros delitos junto 
con otros imputados que llegaron a un juicio abreviado. Matías es el único que quedo en prisión.

Situación judicial: Cumpliendo condena de 5 años y 1 día.

Mauricio Hernández Norambuena

Complejo Penitenciario Rancagua – Módulo 2, Calle La Gonzálina s/n, Rancagua 2820000, Región 
O’Higgins, Chile. 

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Ex miembro del FPMR, es detenido en 1993 y condenado por varias acciones de la guerrilla urbana 
donde destaca el ajusticiamiento del senador Jaime Guzmán y el secuestro de Edwars. En 1996 se 
fuga junto con otros frentistas gracias a un helicóptero desde la Cárcel de Alta Seguridad. El 2001 
es detenido y condenado en Brasil acusado del secuestro de Washington Olivetto. Tras permanecer 
largos años en extremo aislamiento en agosto del 2019 consigue ser extraditado a Chile.

Situación Judicial: Aun cumpliendo más de 20 años de prisión.

Marcelo Villarroel

Complejo Penitenciario Rancagua – Módulo 1, Calle La Gonzálina s/n, Rancagua 2820000, Región 
O’Higgins — Chile.

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Ex miembro del Mapu Lautaro y prisionero político en la década de los 90 actual Subversivo 
Autónomo Libertario. Marcelo es acusado de participar en un asalto al banco Santander (Valparaíso 
Septiembre 2007) y al Banco Security en Octubre del 2007 donde en la retirada muere el agente de 
la represión Luis Moyano en un enfrentamiento armado.  Tras permanecer prófugo es detenido en 



Marzo del año 2008 en Argentina junto con Freddy Fuentevilla siendo procesados por tenencia 
ilegal de armas. Finalmente, a fines del año 2009 son expulsados a $hile. Tras asumir la 
clandestinidad, Marcelo rompe con la «libertad condicional», derecho que mantenía  tras salir a la 
calle por las condenas de la década de los 90. Tras un extenso juicio, el 02 de Julio del 2014 
Marcelo es condenado a 14 años de prisión por los asaltos al Banco Santander en Valparaíso y al 
Banco Security en Santiago. A demás debe cumplir la condena anterior descrita (por la fiscalía 
militar). En suma, las condenas finalizan el 28 de febrero del año 2056.

Desde la prisión el compañero se encuentra levantando y participando una instancia intracarcelaria 
de «prisionerxs anarquistas y subversivxs» junto a otrxs compañerxs tras las rejas.

Situación Judicial: Condenado a 14 años + Condena fiscalía militar (Condena anterior).

Grupo de apoyo: Red Solidaria Antikarcelaria con Juan y Marcelo /
Contacto: rsanticarcelaria@riseup.net

Información del caso

Escritos de Marcelo

Cristian Cayupan

Centro Penitentiario  en COLINA  9340000 Chile

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Prisionero político en el contexto de revuelta. Cristian es detenido el 20 de octubre del 2019 luego 
de un saqueo contra un supermercado en la comuna de Pudahuel. Policía de Investigaciones llega al
lugar y comienza a reprimir fuertemente a lxs participantes del saqueo, Cristian arranca en su 
automóvil atropellando a la funcionaria de Investigaciones Danitza Araya, policía de 
investigaciones comienzan a disparar, hiriendo a su propia colega Danitza y a Cristian, quien perdió
un riñon y parte de su hígado. El poder judicial hace pasar las graves lesiones de la funcionaria 
policial al atropello de Cristian, mientras ella misma acusa a sus ex colegas.

En marzo del 2022 enfrentó un juicio siendo condenado a 15 años de prisión por “homicidio 
frustrado”.

Situación Judicial: Cumpliendo condena de 15 años.

Jorge Mateluna Rojas

Centro Penitentiario  en COLINA -Unidad Especial de Alta Seguridad/Cárcel de Alta seguridad/ 
Modulo J (2 piso)    9340000 Chile 

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]
Condenado el año 1994 a cadena perpetua acusado de diversas acciones durante su militancia en el 
FPMR (Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez). Asaltos, infracción a la Ley de Seguridad del Estado, 
asociación ilícita y Homicidio a policía. Mediante huelgas de hambre y movilizaciones tanto 
callejeras como intracarcelarias, por parte de todxs lxs prisionerxs politicxs y solidarixs en la calle, 
se consigue la ley de Indulto a los prisioneros políticos. De esta forma el 2004 Jorge Mateluna 
consigue volver a salir a la calle por medio del indulto presidencial.
Es detenido el 17 de Junio del 2013, tras una expropiación a un Banco Santander en la comuna de 
Pudahuel, tras una persecución con la policía.

Jorge a optado por seguir un camino centrado únicamente en la defensa legal y sus aspectos 
jurídicos.

Situación Judicial: Condenado por Robo con intimidación (11 años) + Receptación-auto robado 
para el asalto- (3 años y un día)+ tenencia de armas de guerra (5 años y un día).

https://publicacionrefractario.wordpress.com/2014/11/21/comunicado-publico-de-jorge-mateluna/
https://publicacionrefractario.wordpress.com/2014/11/21/comunicado-publico-de-jorge-mateluna/
https://publicacionrefractario.wordpress.com/tag/marcelo-villarroel/
https://publicacionrefractario.wordpress.com/tag/caso-security/
mailto:rsanticarcelaria@riseup.net
https://publicacionrefractario.wordpress.com/2018/08/26/2o-comunicado-publico-de-la-red-solidaria-antikarcelaria-con-juan-y-marcelo/
https://publicacionrefractario.wordpress.com/2018/08/26/2o-comunicado-publico-de-la-red-solidaria-antikarcelaria-con-juan-y-marcelo/


Mawünhko

Centro de prisión preventiva de mujeres de San Miguel 8930019, San Francisco 4756, San Miguel, 
Región Metrópolitana, Chile.

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Compañera detenido junto con Tomás en mayo del 2022, tras producirse un enfrentamiento luego 
de un control de identidad. Siendo acusado de porte de arma, munición y doble homicidio frustrado 
a la policía.

Situación judicial: Aun en investigación.

Marjorie “Mayo”

Centro de prisión preventiva de mujeres de San Miguel 8930019, San Francisco 4756, San Miguel, 
Región Metrópolitana, Chile.

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Detenida junto a Renata “Jalea” el 17 de mayo del 2022 acusadas de la quema de 3 buses del 
transantiago en Peñalolén en marzo del mismo año. 

Situación judicial: Aun en investigación.

Jordano Santander

Centro Penitentiario de San Antonio , Calle La Marina n° 1870, San Antonio 2660000, V Region 
Chile

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Prisionero en el contexto de revuelta, fue detenido junto con 2 personas más en marzo del 2020 en 
la ciudad de San Antonio, acusado del ataque masivo ocurrido contra un cuartel de la PDI con 
piedras, hondas y balines. En abril del 2021 fue condenado a 7 años y 4 meses por “homicidio 
frustrado”, siendo el principal testimonio la declaración de un detective quien habría visto el “animo
homicida” en la mirada de Jordano.

Situación judicial: Cumpliendo condena de 7 años y 4 meses.

Felipe Santana

CENTRO PENITENCIARIO PUERTO MONTT Camino a Pargua, Sector Alto Bonito s/n, Puerto 
montt 5480000 , Chile
[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Prisionero en el contexto de revuelta, detenido en noviembre del 2019 acusado de la destrucción de 
la Catedral de Puerto Montt y usar sus bancas para armar barricadas. En noviembre del 2020 
enfrenta un juicio que lo condena por  “incendio frustrado”, hurto simple y daños a bienes de uso 
público.

Situación judicial: Cumpliendo condenada de 7 años y 4 meses

Felipe Ríos

Complejo Penitentiario Concepcion, Camino A Penco 450, Concepcion, Bio-Bio 4050044 , Chile

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Convicted to 12 years in 2018 for arson resulting in a death following the uprising in Valparaiso on 
may 21 2016 where a pharmacy burned with a worker locked in. Proof was the participation in the  
riots.



Diego Rivas «Panda».

CÁRCEL CONCESIONADA/PRIVADA SANTIAGO UNO, Avenida Pedro Montt n°1902 , 
Santiago, Chile

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Back in September, national and international news covered an arson attack at a meat packaging 
plant in Chile, where the refrigeration system and the trucks had been set alight by antispeciesist 
activists.  In November, four people were arrested and remanded to prison accused of the arson and 
under investigation. Prosecution is asking for a minimum of 10 years in prison, but they will have a 
review of their case (and a reevaluation of their remand) in January 2023.

PANDA is a straight edge, vegan anarchist prisoner. He is 26 years old. Enemy of the law and order
forcefully imposed by the capitalist system. Loves nature, ecosystems, animals and simplicity. 
Proud political prisoner, honest with his politics and vehemently in favour of animal and human 
liberation from the business-territory so-called Chile.

Nicolás Meléndez «Ru».

CÁRCEL CONCESIONADA/PRIVADA SANTIAGO UNO, Avenida Pedro Montt n°1902 , 
Santiago, Chile

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Back in September, national and international news covered an arson attack at a meat packaging 
plant in Chile, where the refrigeration system and the trucks had been set alight by antispeciesist 
activists.  In November, four people were arrested and remanded to prison accused of the arson and 
under investigation. Prosecution is asking for a minimum of 10 years in prison, but they will have a 
review of their case (and a reevaluation of their remand) in January 2023.

RU/GATO is an anarcho-nihilist, vegan, straight edge prisoner. He is 28 years old, loves animals 
and hates drugs. He maintains his belief in illegal direct action as the tool to fight for animal and 
total liberation. He considers himself a proud political prisoner against the business that controls the
Chilean territory.En la madrugada del 22 de diciembre del 2022 tras una serie de allanamientos a 
cargo de la Fiscalía de alta complejidad metropolitana sur, en el marco de una investigación por un 
atentado explosivo en la dirección nacional de gendarmería de chile…

Rodolfo Olivares «Tortuga».

CÁRCEL CONCESIONADA/PRIVADA SANTIAGO UNO, Avenida Pedro Montt n°1902 , 
Santiago, Chile

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Back in September, national and international news covered an arson attack at a meat packaging 
plant in Chile, where the refrigeration system and the trucks had been set alight by antispeciesist 
activists.  In November, four people were arrested and remanded to prison accused of the arson and 
under investigation. Prosecution is asking for a minimum of 10 years in prison, but they will have a 
review of their case (and a reevaluation of their remand) in January 2023.

TORTU is a vegan, anarcho-nihilist, straight edge political prisoner. Hates the system, loves nature,
animals and freedom for all. Proud political prisoner for animal liberation.



«ITA»

SOLIDARIDAD.ANTIESPECISTA4@GMAIL.COM

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Back in September, national and international news covered an arson attack at a meat packaging 
plant in Chile, where the refrigeration system and the trucks had been set alight by antispeciesist 
activists.  In November, four people were arrested and remanded to prison accused of the arson and 
under investigation. Prosecution is asking for a minimum of 10 years in prison, but they will have a 
review of their case (and a reevaluation of their remand) in January 2023.

ITA is a vegan, straight edge prisoner. She is 23 years old. She loves nature, animals and specially 
colours and cats! She opposed the system and the so called law and order. Proud antispeciesist 
political prisoner. She feels calm and patient with the consequences of the illegal fight against 
speciesism.

Abraham Astorga

CÁRCEL CONCESIONADA/PRIVADA SANTIAGO UNO, Avenida Pedro Montt n°1902 , 
Santiago, Chile

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Lucas Hernández.

CÁRCEL CONCESIONADA/PRIVADA SANTIAGO UNO, Avenida Pedro Montt n°1902 , 
Santiago, Chile

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

On the early morning of december 22 2022  after a series of raids following an investigain of an 
explosive attack on the headquarter of the gendarmerie of chile, Lucas and Aldo were arrested.

Javier Reyes.

CÁRCEL CONCESIONADA/PRIVADA SANTIAGO UNO, Avenida Pedro Montt n°1902 , 
Santiago, Chile

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Aldo Hernández

Complejo Penitenciario Rancagua – Módulo 12, Calle La Gonzálina s/n, Rancagua 2820000, 
Región O’Higgins — Chile.

[Correct as of: 14/03/23]

On the early morning of december 22 2022  after a series of raids following an investigain of an 
explosive attack on the headquarter of the gendarmerie of chile, Lucas and Aldo were arrested.

mailto:SOLIDARIDAD.ANTIESPECISTA4@GMAIL.COM


UK and IRELAND

Kill the Bill 

[Correct as of: 7/03/23]

Ryan Roberts

 A5155EM  HMP Swaleside, Brabazon Rd, Eastchurch, Isle of Sheppey ME12 4AX
14 years 

Carl Davis 

A6909AW  HMP Bristol, Horfield, 19 Cambridge Road, Bristol. BS7 8PS
2.5 years 

Indigo Bond, 

A8908EX  HMP Eastwood Park, Falfield, Wotton-under-edge, Gloucestershire GL12 8DB
20 months 

Charlie Milton 

A8549EX  HMP Bristol, Horfield, 19 Cambridge Road, Bristol. BS7 8PS
26 months 

Jesse Geaney 

A6509EX   HMP Bristol, Horfield, 19 Cambridge Road, Bristol. BS7 8PS12
12 months 

Matthew O’Neill 

A1596CT  HMP Guys Marsh, Shaftesbury, Dorset, SP7 0AH
5 years 

Ben Rankin

 A1261AY  HMP Portland, 104 the Grove, Easton, Portland, Dorset, DT5 1DL
5 years 

Ryan Dwyer 

A4276AT  HMP Standford Hill, Church Road, Eastchurch, Sheerness ME12 4AA 
4 years 6 months 

Brandon Lloyd 

A0806EE  HMP Portland, 104 the Grove, Easton, Portland, Dorset, DT5 1DL
3 years 11 months 



Callum Middleton

 A1817ET  HMP Prescoed, Coed-y-Paen, Pontypool, Monmouthshire, NP4 0TB
3 years 9 months 

Kane Adamson

 A1103ER  HMP Guys Marsh, Shaftesbury, Dorset, SP7 OAH
3 years 6 months 

Joseph Foster 

A1421CD HMP Portland, 104 the Grove, Easton, Portland, Dorset, DT5 1DL
3 years 3 months 

Charly May Pitman

 A8737EV  HMP Downview, Sutton Lane, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 5PD
3 years 

Callum Davies 

A4634EV  HMP Prescoed, Coed-y-Paen, Pontypool, Monmouthshire, NP4 0TB
2.5 years 

Christopher Hind 

A9543EW  HMP Channings Wood, Denbury, Newton Abbot, TG12 6DW
21 months 

Tyler Overall

 A9546EW HMP Channings Wood, Denbury, Newton Abbot, TG12 6DW
21 months 

Gopal Clark

 A2845EX HMP Portland, 104 the Grove, Easton, Portland, Dorset, DT5 1DL
18 months 

others

Billy Ross

, A0048AZ, HMP Eastwood Park, Falfield, Wotton-under-Edge, GL12 8DB, UK. [Correct as of: 
16/08/22]



Billy is a Welsh trans and queer prisoner in HMP Eastwood Park, he loves: fashion; animals; fairies 
and paganism. If you get in touch, please be clear about whether you will be writing regularly/ if its 
a one off card/ letter.

John Paul Wootton 

H5573, Magilligan Gaol, Point Rd, Magilligan, Co. Derry, North Ireland, BT49 0LR, UK. [Correct 
as of: 16/08/22]

John Paul Wootton is a vegan anarchist prisoner and IWW/IWOC member, wrongfully convicted of
the murder of a police officer in the "Craigavon 2" case, after a trial before a "Diplock" court, a 
secret military court with no jury. The case has been supported as a miscarriage of justice by high 
profile campaigners, legal experts & human rights activists. The prosecution used discredited 
witnesses, inconclusive forensics, and tampered evidence to secure a conviction that does not stand 
up to scrutiny. Security services destroyed evidence, intimidated witnesses and defence lawyers. 

Describing the case in his own words, he says:

"My name is John Paul Wootton and I am now twenty years of age and I have been imprisoned in 
Maghaberry prison for the last three years, that is, from I was 17 years of age.

On the 10th of March 2009, while still a teenager, I was arrested and interrogated for thirteen days 
in relation to the fatal shooting of Constable Steven Carroll in Craigavon on the 9th of March 2009. 
From the outset of this period of interrogation I made it clear that I neither knew nor had any part in
this incident and indeed the duration of my interrogation was only ended when my legal 
representative took out a legal injunction.

On the 30th of March 2012, after a trial before a Diplock court, I was convicted and sentenced to a 
life sentence for the killing of Constable Carroll on the basis of a tracking device that had been 
fitted to my car at some point and which allegedly placed me at the scene of the shooting. However,
the device in question, which had been placed there by members of MI5, went missing for a period 
of time and when it was finally recovered portions of the data allegedly recorded on the device were
missing! These ‘gaps’ were supposedly filled by an MI5 operative who gave his evidence at the trial
anonymously from behind a screen and his explanation for the data going missing was that, ‘he had 
left it on his desk and someone had moved and then replaced it without his knowledge’!

Additional to the missing data, the examination of my car, during the period of the missing data, 
also produced a brown coat that had particles of gun powder residue on it. These particles did not 
match the rifle or ammunition recovered by the PSNI that was claimed by the prosecution to have 
been the weapon that fired the fatal shot which killed Constable Carroll. This coat, which was a 
central piece of evidence in the case, not only did not belong to me but it had no physical 
connection to me, that is, no traces of my DNA, fibres or fingerprints were found on the coat. In 
short, there was no physical evidence presented to the trial that linked me to this shooting rather a 
process of speculation and hypothesis that turned the legal principle of innocence until proven 
guilty on its head was applied.

During the trial my legal team attempted to tease out the anomalies of this case to demonstrate the 
complete lack of evidence against me, however, at each attempt they were met with the barrier of 
‘Public Interest Immunity Orders’ being sought and granted to the prosecution. As a result of this 
crucial lines of inquiry about the movements of my car and the particles on the coat were denied to 
my defence.

As a consequence of all of the above I have instructed my legal team to appeal the conviction 
against me on the grounds that I did not receive a fair trial for the following reasons;

1. I was refused the right to a trial by jury and instead I was tried by a single judge in a Diplock 
court,
2. This single judge in the absence of any physical evidence against me resorted to negative 
inference and opinion,



3. Evidence which may have assisted my defence or undermined the case against me was kept 
hidden from my legal team through the use of Public Interest Immunity Orders,
4. Several witnesses were granted anonymity thereby preventing the defence from properly cross 
examining them.

I would like to thank you for taking the time to read this short description of what has happened to 
me and I would ask you to do all that you can to highlight this miscarriage of justice in the hope that
I will get the chance of a fair trial at my appeal."

https://justiceforthecraigavontwo.wordpress.com/

Samantha Faulder

, A1209CF, HMP Eastwood Park, Falfield, Wooton-Under-Edge, Gloucs, GL12 8DB. [Correct as 
of: 20/08/22] 
Sam Faulder is an anarchist prisoner currently serving a life sentence in England. Sam is a 
miscarriage of justice who has spent over fourteen years in the prison system for a murder she did 
not commit. She has recently been working on her appeal with Cardiff University's Innocence 
Project.

She has been an anti-authoritarian her whole life and was relentlessly targeted by police because of 
her lifestyle choices. After serving nearly two years on remand, Sam’s trial was a disaster. Police 
corruption impacted her trial and her solicitor firm withdrew from her case three weeks before it 
began. Her need to appeal coincided with cuts to legal-aid and she has been trapped in the prison 
system ever since. She is now working with Cardiff University’s Innocence Project on her appeal. 
Learn more about her case and appeal here: http://freedomforsam.org/about/

About Sam’s health: After ten years experiencing every abuse imaginable, Sam was sadly diagnosed
with cancer in 2016. She has still not had treatment. She has experienced intense medical neglect 
while being imprisoned in a for-profit prison, HMP Peterborough, run by Sodexo. Read the full 
story of her cancer situation here: http://freedomforsam.org/sams-cancer-timeline/

Support Sam needs:

Please send letters and cards with solidarity messages
http://freedomforsam.org/what-you-can-do/
Please donate to her support fund: http://freedomforsam.org/donate/
Organise actions and dedicate them to Sam, this will mean the world to her!
Pay attention to the website for action alerts about her treatment
Share her story online

For more info please email: bristol_abc[at]riseup.net

Kevan Thakrar, 

A4907AE, HMP Belmarsh, Western Way, London, SE28 0EB, UK. [Correct as of: 20/09/21] 
Kevan Thakrar was wrongly convicted of murder and attempted murder in 2008 using multiple 
hearsay evidence under 'joint enterprise', the legal rule which means that any member of a group 
can be convicted of a crime, regardless of whether they played any role in it. Kevan wasn't present 
when the murder took place, but he was sentenced to life with a minimum of 35 years in jail. He 
was aged just 20.
Kevan has been consistently subjected to vengeful abuse and violence from prison guards for 
speaking out about his and other prisoners treatment. In March 2010 Kevan was charged with 
assaulting three prison officers in HMP Frankland, but was subsequently found not guilty of the 
assault in a landmark legal acquittal, where the finger of blame was instead pointed directly back at 
the Prison Service, whose regime of racism and violence was clearly exposed throughout the four-
week trial.

mailto:bristol_abc@riseup.net
http://freedomforsam.org/donate/
http://freedomforsam.org/what-you-can-do/
http://freedomforsam.org/sams-cancer-timeline/
http://freedomforsam.org/about/
https://justiceforthecraigavontwo.wordpress.com/


Despite being found not guilty Kevan has been held ever since in solitary confinement in the 
notorious Close Supervision Centres, the UK equivalent to the F.I.E.S. regime in Spain, and the 
Supermax in the US. The ‘Prisons within the Prisons’ exist to facilitate the suppression, mental 
breakdown and murder of those who rebel within the prison system, those who ask too many 
questions, complain too many times, lash out in frustration, or are irreducible. Despite all this, 
Kevan continues to speak out about the injustices suffered there by himself and other prisoners 
around him.

For more information about his case:
https://justiceforkevan.org/
www.facebook.com/JusticeForKev

or see our page of writings about and by Kevan 

Taz Baguley

Taz got handed an IPP sentence when she was only 15 years old, treated as an adult in the Crown 
Court now, almost 30, she is coming up for parole and is excited to build a life outside and support 
her friends and others who remain inside the prison system. Please send her cards and messages of 
support! Taz loves: budgies, baking, arts and crafts.
Current address: Neurika Baguley A3846AG, HMP Foston Hall. Foston, Derby, DE65 5DN
Website: https://donorbox.org/free-taz

Zatoon Bibi

Bibi is a Muslim woman of colour. She is a survivor of domestic and sexual violence who was 
imprisoned for defending herself against her violent partner. Bibi is looking for support as she starts
her appeal, she is hopeful to be able to rebuild her life and be with her children before too long.
Current address: Zatoon Bibi A9051DQ, HMP Drake Hall, Eccleshall, Stafford ST21 6LQ
Website: https://linktr.ee/anticarceral.funds

https://linktr.ee/anticarceral.funds
https://donorbox.org/free-taz
https://brightonabc.org.uk/kevantharar.html
https://www.facebook.com/JusticeForKev
https://justiceforkevan.org/


FRANCE
Claudio Lavazza

n. d'ecrou 11818 CD1 cellule 51, Centre Pénitentiaire de Mont-De-Marsan, Chemin de Pémégnan, 
BP 90629, 40000 Mont-De-Marsan, France [as of 16/03/23]

In 1996 three anarchists and a fourth militant were arrested during a bank robbery in Malaga 
(Spain). In the shootout that followed the robbery, two guards were fatally wounded. Claudio 
Lavazza was sentenced to 49 years, while the other three comrades were sentenced two to 48 years 
and one to 3 years. Furthermore, in 1999, the Malaga court of appeal sentenced Claudio and two 
other comrades (also convicted of the robbery) to 11 years each for a raid on the Italian consulate, 
also in Malaga, in December 1996. On that occasion, the Italian vice-consul was held up by three 
masked and armed people who sent a message of solidarity with the anarchists arrested in Italy for 
Operation 'Pontelungo' (better known as the Marini trial, the huge trial brought by the repressive 
forces against dozens and dozens of anarchists during the 1990s in Italy), and then walked away 
stealing passports and money.
Claudio has other convictions pending in France and Italy due to his years of struggle and 
clandestinity in various countries: in the late 1970s he took part in the revolutionary struggle in 
Italy, participating in particular in Proletari Armati per il Comunismo (Armed Proletarians for 
Communism), and then came closer to anarchist ideas during his long absconding. In November 
2019, he was sentenced to 10 years in prison for a robbery that took place in Saint-Nazaire, France, 
on July 4, 1986. In 2012 he published an autobiographical book entitled 'Pestifera la mia vita' (My 
Pestilential Life).
UPDATE: Having served almost 25 years in the Spanish state’s prisons, Claudio Lavazza has been 
extradited to France where he has an outstanding sentence of 10 years’ imprisonment (the procedure
of accumulation of sentences is in progress, which will establish the actual period still to be served).
With regard to the sentences [of several decades in prison] he accumulated in Italy during his time 
in the Proletari Armati per il Comunismo (“Armed Proletarians for Communism”, PAC), this 
morning [May 12] the Court of Assizes of Milan declared the sentence time-barred! [15/05/21]

Ivan Alocco

, n. d’écrou 46355, M. A. de Villepinte, Avenue Vauban, 93420 Seine--Saint-Denis, France. [as of: 
16/03/23]

Ivan was arrested on June 11, 2022 in Paris and is accused of setting six vehicle of fire in Paris and 
Montreuil between January and June, often in solidarity with prisoners. The cops followed him for 
months, listened to his phone calls, installed a camera in the entrance of the building where he lived,
intercepted his mail (especially the letters of anarchists/hes imprisoned) and looked at his bank 
account. The case will probably get connected with old counts of car arsons on 2017-2021.



GERMANY

Thomas Meyer Falk

, c/o JVA (SV-Abtlg.), Hermann-Herder-Str. 8, D-79104 Freiburg, Germany. [Updated: 16/08/22] 
In 1996, Thomas was sent down for eleven and a half years for bank robbery. Because of his strong 
beliefs, he's been subject to very harsh repression - kept in solitary, daily cell raids, suppression and 
censorship of mail, no access to education. In 2007, he was finally been moved out of solitary and 
was able to participate in education and other activities. He has applied for parole on a number of 
occasions since then but has always been turned down. At the end of June 2013, the District Court 
of Karlsruhe decided that Thomas was still a "danger" to the community and he is now being held 
in preventive detention.
Thomas is still refusing to collaborate with any psychiatric reviewers and remains banged up 
"preventively for security reasons" in the notorious hellhole of Freiburg.

For more info email: thomas_m_f@so36.net
or see https://freedomforthomas.wordpress.com/thomas-meyer-falk/

Rainer Loehnert

, Südlicher Rundweg 20a, Haus F1, Station 1, 47551 Bedburg Hau, Deutschland. [Correct as of: 
16/08/22]

Rainer Loehnert is 55 years old and has been locked up for more than 31 years in various prisons 
and mental houses, of which he has long been in isolation and on "secured stations". He is currently 
held in the forensic psychiatry in Bedburg Hau (North Rhine-Westphalia).
Rainer was admitted to a closed psychiatry by means of a "determined incapacity and negative 
danger prognosis according to section 63 of the Criminal Code" due to a personal injury that he 
suffered 32 years ago. This resulted in an unofficial, seemingly endless "preventive detention" and 
long-term overdose of psychotropic drugs. During his entire detention, Rainer's anti-fascist and 
anti-authoritarian attitudes, actions and acts of resistance were repeatedly pathologized as "morbid" 
and "delusional".
He opposed his unbroken will to defend himself against this prison System to the humiliation and 
terror of nurses, doctors, therapists, assessors, judges, etc. and other prisoners (neo-Nazis). The 
fights have cost him a lot of strength and nerves. In the three decades Rainer went on hunger strikes,
attempted several escape attempts, and resisted various police units as well as provocations of the 
staff and fellow neo-Nazi prisoners.
He participated in the hunger strike in solidarity with the struggling Prisoners in Greece in July 
2014, and has repeatedly denied medication and urine checks, what is often punished with solitary 
confinement or fixation, forced medication.
Rainer writes and reads very much, and expressing solidarity with various struggling (ex-)prisoners,
such as Marco Camenisch and Gabriel Pombo da Silva. He keeps or seeks contact, among others, 
with some anti-prison projects and individuals and informs himself about current (anti-domination) 
fights.
He tries get in touch with (fighting) people from inside and outside of prison around the world. 
Rainer speculates about current (anarchist) struggles, especially in Europe, as well as anarchist 
newspaper projects, but also "classics" of anarchist theories and practices.

https://freedomforthomas.wordpress.com/thomas-meyer-falk/


Finn

Dominick Scheffel 
c/o Justizvollzugsanstalt Leipzig mit Krankenhaus 
Leinestraße 111 
04279 Leipzig 

[as of 17/03/23]

Arrested at the eviction of Heibo



GREECE
Dayvid Ceccarelli

, Dikastiki Filaki Korydallou – Andrikes Fylakes-A’ Pteriga, TK 18110, Korydallos, Athens, Greece.
[Updated: 16/08/22]

On June 29, 2022, in Athens, Dayvid 'Ciga' Ceccarelli was arrested. He was sentenced to 6 years for
the clashes of October 15, 2011 in Rome by the Supreme Court on May 25, 2022.

Fotis Tziotzis

 [Φωτης Τζιωτης], Dikastiki Fylaki Larissas, TK 41110, Larissa, Greece. [Updated: 16/08/22]

Fotis was detained on 12 May 2015 and accused of armed robbery and attempted homicide of DIAS
cops. A month after the arrests a snitch, also accused of the robbery, gave the comrade’s name and 
signed everything the cops told him to. The last pieces of the puzzle were filled in by well-wishing 
citizens and cops, who with their testimonies contributed once more to a vengeful arrest of a 
comrade.

Iasonas Rodopoulos

 [Ιάσονας Ροδοπουλος] Filakes Anilikon Avlona, TK 19011, Avlona, Attiki, Greece. [Correct as of: 
16/08/22]

Fotis Daskalas 

[Φώτης Δασκαλάς] Dikastiki Fylaki Korydallou (Korydallos Detention Centre), TK 18122 
Korydallos, Greece. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Comrades Fotis Daskalas and Iasonas Rodopoulos are in pre-trial detention in Korydallos and 
Avlonas juvenile prisons respectively, accused of attempted murder, arson, conspiracy, construction 
and possession of explosives and incendiary materials, based on the new criminal code. This 
persecution is taking revenge, on the occasion of an attack on the Piraeus traffic police on the night 
that the comrades were arrested, despite the lack of evidence to indicate our comrades.

Harris Mantzouridis

 [Χάρης Μαντζουρίδης] Korydallos Prison Psychiatric Hospital, Aggelou Sikelianou 25, Koridallos 
18122, Greece. [Correct as of: 04/04/22]

On October 13, Haris Mantzouridis was arrested and brutalised in front of his child outside his 
home in Ilisia, after an anonymous phone tip-off to the police claiming that he was the perpetrator 
of a robbery committed in 2018. In pre-trial detention six days later and still in shock at his 
treatment, Haris was hospitalised after suffering a serious self-inflicted head injury. Whilst in Attica 
Hospital he attempted suicide and was tranferred to the psychiatic wing. He was later moved from 
Attica Psychiatric Hospital to Korydallos Prison Psychiatric Hospital, where his maltreatment by 
the authorities including the use of Covid quarantine without the proper medical examination before
his isolatation, which resulted in the depriving of the possibility of communication and visits.



Anarchist Action Organisation Prisoners
Georgia Voulgari, Thanos Hatziangelou (or Xatziagkelou) and Panagiotis Kalaitzis were arrested on
February 8, 2022, in connection with an arson attack at the Foundation for National and Religious 
Reflection in the Ano Polis area of Thessaloniki and were later charged with membership of 
'Anarchist Action Organisation' (Οργάνωση Αναρχική Δράση). Thanos has since taken 
responsibility for the incendiary attack, Georgia has asked for legal representation and Panagiotis 
died any involvement.
[source]

Thanos Hatziangelou [Θάνος Χατζηαγγέλλου]
Panagiotis Kalaitzis [Παναγιώτης Καλαϊτζής]

Korydallos booking store, Fourth Wing (D’ Pteriga), Dikastiki Filaki Korydallos, , TK 18110, 
Korydallos, Athens, Greece. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Georgia Voulgari [Γεωργία Βούλγαρη]

Dikastiki Fylaki Korydallou – Gynaikeies Fylakes, Solomou 3-5, TK 18122, Korydallos, Athens, 
Greece. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

UPDATE: On July 8, 2016, the Koridallos prison court – presided over by special judge Asimina 
Yfanti – convicted all members of the anarchist revolutiona 

Conspiracy of the Cells of Fire Prisoners
Most of the CCF prisoners were involved in a series of new trials dealing with the 250 bombings 
and arsons between 2008 and 2011 alleged against the organisation (including attacks on the Golden
Dawn’s offices, the Athens Administrative Court, and Koridallos prisons), as well as the sending of 
a series of 14 parcel bombs. All are also under investigation concerning the 'Phoenix' project and the
'Operation Ardire' case.

Following the trials, ten members of the evolutionary organisation Conspiracy of Cells of Fire 
(CCF) – Gerasimos Tsakalos, Christos Tsakalos, Giorgos Polydoros, Olga Ekonomidou, Theofilos 
Mavropoulos, Panayiotis Argyrou, Giorgos Nikolopoulos, Michalis Nikolopoulos, Damiano 
Bolano, and Haris Hatzimihelakis – were sentenced to 115 years in prison each.
Angeliki Spyropoulou was sentenced to 28 years in prison. Athena Tsakalou and Evi Statiri were 
found not guilty. Christos Polydoros was given 6 year suspended sentence. Christos Rodopoulos 
was sentenced to 75 years in prison. Christodoulos Xiros sentenced to 65 years in prison. Fabio 
Dusko sentenced to 8 years in prison. Four other defendants sentenced to 27-28 years in prison 
each. Four other defendants were acquitted of membership in the organisation but received a 6-year 
suspended sentence. Two other defendants were found guilty of misdemeanor offences and another 
two were found not guilty.

Christos Rodopoulos

 [Χριστος Ροδοπουλος], Sofronistiko Katastima Domokou, TK 35010 Domokos, Fthiotida, Greece. 
[Correct as of: 16/08/22]

https://actforfree.noblogs.org/post/2022/03/24/taking-responsibility-for-acts-of-sabotage-by-anarchists-athensgreece/


Olga Ekonomidou (Oikonomidou)

 [Όλγα Οικονομίδου] 
Dikastiki Fylaki Korydallou – Gynaikeies Fylakes, TK 18122, Korydallos, Athens, Greece. [Correct
as of: 10/11/19]

Giorgos Polydoros

 [Χρήστος Τσάκαλος]
Dikastiki Filaki Korydallou – Andrikes Fylakes-A’ Pteriga, TK 18110, Korydallos, Athens, Greece. 
[Correct as of: 10/11/19]

Olga, Giorgos and Christos were arrested on March 14, 2011 and are currently awaiting trial in the 
'Volos case' and for other Cells of Fire-related charges.
All currently awaiting trial on Cells of Fire-related charges, having been held in pre-trial detention 
for more than 3 years.

Konstantinos Giagtzoglou

 [Κωσταντινος Γιατζογλου], Dikastiki Fylaki Korydallou, Ediki Pteryga, T.K. 18110, Korydallos, 
Athens, Greece. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]
Anarchist comrade Konstantinos Giagtzoglou was arrested on October 28, 2017, while exiting a 
hideout rented by him under a false identity and while transferring guns and explosive materials. 
Ntinos is accused of being a member of the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire and for sending parcel 
bombs to various E.U. officials including the former prime minister of Greece, Loukas Papadimos. 
The cops' accusations are based on a mixed DNA sample and on the fact that Ntinos was visiting a 
former anarchist prisoner in Korydallos prison in early 2013. The comrade stated that both renting 
the flat and transferring the equipment were part of “revolutionary solidarity” and denies all other 
charges. Dinos was sentenced to a total of 11 years and 2 months’ prison without parole.

To keep up to date on the various CCF cases [in English], see:
https://actforfree.noblogs.org/

Prisoners held in the new 'special wings' and C Type prisons in Greece have severe restrictions 
place upon their communications. Phone calls are all monitored and mail is subjected to censorship 
and your letters may not reach the intended recipient.

Revolutionary Struggle Prisoners & Others

On April 10, 2010, the Anti-terrorist Department of the Greek Police arrested six people in Athens :
Nikos Maziotis, Panagiota 'Pola' Roupa, Kostas Gournas, Vaggelis Stathopoulos, Sarandos 
Nikitopoulos, and Christoforos Kortesis. All were known for their long presence in the 
anarchist/anti-authoritarian movement. Two weeks later, Nikos Maziotis, Pola Roupa, and Kostas 
Gournas admitted to participating in the organiSation known as Revolutionary Struggle 
(Epanastatikos Agonas). Stathopoulos, Nikitopoulos, and Kortesis denied the charges and stated that
they were being persecuted for their years of anarchist activity and their comradely political 
relationships with the others. Two others, Marie Beraha and Kostas Katsenos, were also charged 
and included in the trial.
On Friday, April 23, 2021, at the Loukareos Court in Athens, the verdict was pronounced against 
anarchists Vaggelis Stathopoulos (imprisoned) and Dimitris Hatzivassiliadis (in hiding since 
October 2019) and against the third defendant, D. M.

https://actforfree.noblogs.org/


Vaggelis Stathopoulos was given 19 years without appeal; Dimitris Hatzivassiliadis: 16 years 
without appeal; and 
D. M.: 10 years with appeal. [Updated: 28/04/21]
Dimitris Hatzivassiliadis was arrested on 09/08/21. [Updated: 28/08/21]

Vaggelis Stathopoulos 

[Βαγγέλης Σταθόπουλος]
Dikastiki Fylaki Larisas, TK 41334, Larissa, Greece. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Kostas Gournas

 [Κώστας Γουρνάς] - Released

Nikos Maziotis

 [Nικος Μαζιωτης]
Dikastiki Filaki Domokou, D’Wing (Δ’Πτερυγα), T. K. 35010, Domokos, Fthiotidas, Greece. 
[Updated: 16/08/22]

Giorgos Petrakakos

 [Γιωργος Πετρακακος]
Dikastiki Filaki Korydallou, Special wing [Eidikí Pteriga], TK 18110, Korydallos, Athens, Greece. 
[Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Dimitris Hatzivassiliadis 

[Δημήτρης Χατζηβασιλειάδης]
Dikastiki Filaki Domokou, D’Wing (Δ’Πτερυγα), T. K. 35010, Domokos, Fthiotidas, Greece. 
[Updated: 16/08/22]

Pola (Panagiota) Roupa 

[Πόλα (Παναγιωτα) Ρούπα], Dikastiki Fylaki Eleonas – Gynaikeies Fylakes (Eleonas Women’s 
Prison), T. K. 32200, Thebes, Greece. [Updated: 16/08/22]

On April 3, 2013 the judgment on the Revolutionary Struggle case was handed down:
Nikos Maziotis was sentenced to 86 years’ imprisonment in absentia; his sentence was merged into
50 years. Pola Roupa and Kostas Gournas were both sentenced to 87 years (Pola sentenced in 
absentia); each sentence was merged into 50 years and 6 months.
For all three of them, the maximum prison term is 25 years (which are typically served either as a 
full sentence or by day wages in prisons, or after the completion of 3/5 of the prison term, when a 
prisoner can be granted conditional release under specific conditions).

Following a second trial with regard to the attack with a car bomb containing 75kg of explosives 
against the Bank of Greece’s Supervision Directorate in central Athens on April 10th 2014; the 
shootout in Monastiraki on July 16, 2014 (when comrade Nikos Maziotis was injured and 
recaptured by police); and expropriations of bank branches, on March 3, 2016, Nikos Maziotis was 
sentenced to life in prison plus 129 years and a fine of €20,000; Pola Roupa, who is still at liberty, 
was again sentenced in absentia, this time to 11 years in prison on misdemeanor charges (but she 
will also stand trial on felony charges if she is arrested); Antonis Stamboulos was sentenced to 13 
years in prison and Giorgos Petrakakos was sentenced to 36 years in prison plus a fine of 9,000 
euros. [Updated: 06/04/16]



Kostantina Athanasopoulou 

[Κωσταντινα Αθανασοπουλου], Eleonas Women’s Prison, Dikastiki Fylaki Eleonas, T. K. 32200, 
Thebes, Greece. [Correct as of: 25/03/22]

Giannis Michailidis

 [Γιάννης Μιχαηλίδης], Malandrinou prison [Κ. Κ. Μαλανδρίνου], T. K. 33053, Malandrino, 
Fokidas, Greece. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Dimitra Valavani

 [Δήμητρα Βαλαβάνη], was released on July 30, 2021 as she had already been in prison sin Jan. 31, 
2020.

Arrested in Athens on January 29, 2020 during a repressive operation aimed at the arrest of 
Kostantina Athanasopoulou and Giannis Michailidis, who had been fugitives and wanted for some 
time. They were arrested in a stolen car and in possession of firearms.

Kostantina Athanasopoulou had been a fugitive since she was released on bail in 2019. Arrested in 
Athens on 5 January 2017, together with Pola Roupa, and accused of activities related to the 
revolutionary anarchist organisation Lotta Revolutionaria, she was sentenced in absentia in one of 
the trials against Revolutionary Struggle, again in 2019, at 35 years and 6 months.

Giannis Michailidis had escaped from the Tyrintha rural prison in June 2019. Arrested in February 
2013 together with three other anarchists [see below], for the double armed robbery in Velventos 
(Kozani region), at the end of the trial he was sentenced to 16 years and 4 months in prison. In 
addition to this, he was serving a further sentence for a clash with police in Pefki (Athens area) in 
May 2011. During a check, two policemen and the anarchist Theofilos Mavropoulos, himself 
wounded, were shot and shot. he was arrested, while Giannis Michailidis managed to escape by 
stealing the police car. For these facts he was sentenced to 15 years in prison. [Updated: 26/11/20]
UPDATE: At their terror court trial on June 29, 2021, Kostantina Ahanasopoulou was sentenced to 
2.5 years, Giannis Mixailidis to 26 years (20 years "merged") and Dimitra Valavani to 2.5 years.

Argyris Ntalios (Dalios) [Αργύρης Ντάλιος]
Dimitris Politis [Δημήτρης Πολίτης]

Dikastiki Filaki Korydallou – D ’ Pteriga, T.K. 18110, Korydallos, Athens, Greece. [Addresses 
Correct as of: 10/11/19]

Nikos Romanos, Andreas-Dimitris Bourzoukos, Giannis Mihailidis and Dimitris Politis were 
arrested after a car chase on 01/02/2013 following the double robbery of a branch of the National 
Post office and a branch of the Agriculture Bank in Venvento, Kozani. In addition, Nikos Romanos 
and Giannis Mihailidis were accused in the case of the two Volos and Kalithea houses; Giannis 
Mihailidis and Dimitris Politis for the robbery at a branch of Agriculture Bank in Filotas; Florina 
and Giannis Mihailidis were accused of taking part in a gunfight with cops in Pefki. Fivos Harisis 
and Argyris Dalios were arrested on 20/04/2013 in Nea Filadelphia, Athens and were also accused 
of robbery. Argyris and Fivos denied the accusations and their prosecution was based solely on 
DNA samples collected from the area where the robbery took place. Argyris Dalios was also 
accused in the case of the two houses in Volos and Kalithea and, along with Foivos Harisis, of the 
robbery at a branch of Agriculture Bank in Filotas, Florina.
All six were also accused of being members of CCF, something that both they and CCF deny.

On Wednesday, October 1, 2014, the Koridallos prison court in Athens found anarchist prisoners 
Yannis Michailidis, Nikos Romanos, Andreas-Dimitris Bourzoukos and Dimitris Politis (who have 



claimed political responsibility for the double armed robbery in Velventos, Kozani) as well as Fivos 
Harisis and Argyris Ntalios (who have denied all charges) guilty of:
– committing robbery while masked or disguised (except Dimitris Politis, who was convicted as an 
accessory),
– aggravated possession of firearms (for the guns used in the double expropriation),
– aggravated vehicle theft (for the car of the dentist-hostage used as getaway vehicle).

The final prison sentences against the six comrades were:
Giannis (Yannis) Michailidis: 16 years, 4 months and 10 days.
Nikos Romanos: 15 years and 10 months.
Andreas-Dimitris Bourzoukos, Fivos Harisis, Argyris Ntalios: 15 years and 11 months.
Dimitris Politis: 11 years and 5 months.

Finally, as proposed earlier by the prosecutor, the court acquitted all of the accused of alleged 
involvement in the CCF urban guerrilla group. However, there are other trial court cases underway 
that include the exact same accusation against the anarchist comrades.

An appeal by the prosecution in the Velvedo case has been set for April 20, 2016 in the women's 
wing of Koriddalos prisons. The court case is likely to last at least 2 years and take it well beyond 
the date that the six would normally be released under license. Therefore the six argue that the trial 
is merely an attempt to keep them in prison without filing any new charges. [source]
[Updated: 06/04/16]

Giannis Dimitrakis 

[Γιαννης Δημητρακης], Sofronistiko Katastima Domokou, TK 35010, Domokos, Fthiotida, Greece. 
[Correct as of: 25/03/22]

On 12 June, 2019, anarchists Giannis Dimitrakis and Kostas Sakkas were arrested along with the 
anarchist Dimitra Syrianou (who was later released on restrictive terms) for the expropriation of a 
guarded money transport that was about to refill an ATM at the university hospital AHEPA. Giannis 
Dimitrakis was sentenced to 11.5 years without mitigation for robbery, possession of a weapon and 
use of a forged document.

Kostas Sakkas

 [Κωστας Σακκας], Dikastiki Filaki Korydallou – Andrikes Fylakes-A’ Pteriga, TK 18110, 
Korydallou, Athens, Greece. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Arrested on December 4, 2010 in Nea Smirni case (possession of weapons and explosives). In 
January 2014 released on bail and went on the run. In December 2014 was sentenced in absentia to 
16 years. Was rearrested with Marios Seisidis in August 2016 and sentenced to 2 years and 9 
months for using forged documents and car registration plates, car theft and disobedience to 
authorities. On June 12, 2019, Sakkas was arrested in Thessaloniki with Giannis Dimitrakis and 
Dimitra Syrianou, during expropriating a guarded money transport that was about to refill an ATM 
at the university hospital AHEPA.
Kostas Sakkas was sentenced to 7 years and 10 months. Their co-accused anarchist comrade 
Dimitra Syrianou was sentenced to two years in prison with a three-year suspension for simple 
complicity in robbery, and was released.

Marios Seisidis

 [Σειχιδης Μαριος], Dikastiki Fylaki Korydallou, A. Pteryga, TK 18110, Korydallos, Athens, 
Greece. [Correct as of: 25/03/22]

Comrade Marios Seisidis has been acquitted of six of the robberies that he had been accused of but 
was found guilty of the bank heist at Solonos Street and three consecutive 'attempted murder' 

http://machorka.espivblogs.net/2016/02/26/appeal-trial-for-the-double-bank-robbery-velvendo-case-greece/#more-80162


charges (concerning the bank guard and two police officers). He has been sentenced to 36 years 
imprisonment in total.

Spyros Christodoulou

 [Σπυρος Χριστοδουλου], Dikastiki Filaki Larissas, TK 41110, larissa, Greece. [Correct as of: 
16/08/22]

On May 29, 2015, during an anti-terrorist operation of the Greek police in the area of Nea 
Anchialos in Magnesia (in close distance to the city of Volos), Spyros Dravilas fell dead inside a 
safe house under unverified circumstances. The police operation against dubbed ‘Distomo robbers’ 
resulted not only in the death of Spyros Dravilas (an illegalist and ex-prisoner in struggle), but also 
in the arrest of Grigoris Tsironis (an anarchist comrade, very active over the past two decades, who 
was on the run since 2006) and Spyros Christodoulou (an illegalist and unruly ex-prisoner).

 Prisoners held in the new 'special wings' and C Type prisons in Greece have severe restrictions 
place upon their communications. Phone calls are all monitored and mail is subjected to censorship 
and your letters may not reach the intended recipient.



ITALY

„ZAC“  Marco Marino

C. C. di Terni, strada delle Campore 32, 05100 Terni

[correct as of 19/04/23]

Arrested with two other people during raids in Napoli and Pozzuoli on march28th 2023.,he is 
accused under 270bis for an incendiary attack on the greek consulate during Koufoountinas 
hungerstrike. The opperation has to be seen in connection with the repression against solidarity 
actions against 41bis.

Andreas Krebs

, Sez. 4 Stz. 5, Sez. Mediterraneo (CASA CIRCONDARIALE SECONDIGLIANO), Via Roma 
Verso Scampia, 250, Cap 80144 Napoli (NA), Italy. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Andreas is a former rebel long-term prisoner and anarchist, who was 16 years behind bars until 
October 2014. Now he is back in the clutches of justice. In autumn 2014, after his release, he met 
his current wife Jutta. Both decided to spend a quiet retirement in the south of Italy. At the end of 
December 2016 there was a dispute with his former employer, who attacked Andreas and strangled 
him. Andreas stabbed him in self-defence with a penknife. Sadly, the victim died in the hospital 
three days later under mysterious circumstances, although it was said shortly after the act that he 
would survive. In April 2019 he was sentenced in Italy to 24 years for intended murder. In addition, 
Andreas has recently been diagnosed with kidney cancer. His health is deteriorating and we fear for 
his life. Actually, he should undergo surgery months ago, but the Italian authorities refuse to transfer
him to a hospital.

Juan Antonio Sorroche Fernandez

, C. C. di Terni, strada delle Campore 32, 05100 Terni, Italy. 

[as of 16/03/23]

In May 22, 2019, anarchist comrade Juan, a fugitive and wanted for about two years for some final 
sentences, was arrested. Two houses were searched in the province of Brescia and two homes of 
parents of a companion and a companion in the Brescia hinterland. Another comrade (Manu) was 
also arrested, initially stopped and whose arrest was then validated (he was also taken to the prison 
in Brescia), accused of 'personal aiding' (article 378 of the Criminal Code), with the aggravating 
circumstance of 'aiding the abduction of the execution of the sentence' (in reference to Juan's 
inaction). In the following days there were other searches at the same homes that were already 
searched. Furthermore, Juan is accused of an explosive attack on a Lega Nord headquarters (August
2018, Treviso), with accusations of 'massacre' and 'terrorist attack'. For these accusations he would 
have received a notification of custody in prison. At the beginning of June they were transferred to 
the prisons of Terni and Monza (Juan is in a section AS2). On 9th of July Juan was sentenced to 28 
years plus 3 years of conditional and 47.000€ of costs and damages. The appeal lead to a reduction 
of the sentence to 14years and 10 months.



Operation Scripta Manent

On September 6, 2016, Torino’s section of the DIGOS antiterrorist unit unleashed an anti-anarchist 
operation under the name 'Scripta Manent'. House searches were conducted in various regions of 
Italy. Anarchists Alfredo Cospito and Nicola Gai, incarcerated since September 2012 for 
kneecapping Adinolfi (Olga Cell FAI/FRI), received a new arrest notification whilst in prison. 
Additionally, six arrests were made on the outside (five in the context of this operation; one as 
outcome of a house search).

Operation Scripta Manent seeks to attribute to the accused a series of actions claimed by FAI 
(Informal Anarchist Federation) in Italy. Therefore, the comrades Marco, Sandrone, Anna, Danilo 
and Valentina, alongside Nicola and Alfredo [see separate entry below], are likely to face charges of
"subversive association with terrorist intent“.

Anna Beniamino

 [imprisoned since September 6, 2016]
C. C. di Roma Rebibbia femminile, via Bartolo Longo 92, 00156 Roma, Italia. [Correct as of: 
16/03/23]

Anna was detained in 2019 and sentenced to 16.5 year of prison within the Scripta
Manent operation that tried to attribute to a single direction a series of direct actions
claimed by the Informal Anarchist Organization. In particular, the attacks inserted in this 
investigation include the parcel-bombs sent to the CPT’s [detention centres for immigrants] director
in Modena in May 2005, to the traffic cops barracks in Torino-San Salvario and to the chief-police 
of Lecce (claimed by FAI/Narodnaja Volja), the explosive device against the RIS barracks 
[carabinieri forensics] in Parma (October 24, 2005, claimed by FAI/Cooperativa Artigiana Fuoco e 
Affinioccasionalmente spettacolare), the parcel-bomb sent to the Mayor of Bologna Sergio Cofferati
(November 2, 2005, claimed by FAI/Cooperativa Artigiana Fuoco e Affinioccasionalmente 
spettacolare), the devices against the carabinieri cadets’ barracks in Fossano (June 2, 2006, claimed 
by FAI/RAT-Rivolta Anonima e Tremenda), the devices placed in the Turin neighbourhood, 
Crocetta (March 7, 2007, claimed by FAI/RAT); among the other actions also the wounding of 
Adinolfi (May 7, 2012), despite the fact that two comrades have already been convicted and have 
publicly claimed this attack, to corroborate the crime of association. It seems that the investigators, 
felt the need to structure their clues, used even linguistic and graphology experts, in addition to 
electronic and computer surveillance, and tailing.

Alfredo Cospito

C.R. di Opera, via Camporgnago 40, 20141 Milano, Italy [19/04/23]

Alfredo receives neither letters nor telegrams anymore[17/4/2023]

Alfredo Cospito and Nicola Gai were arrested on September 14th, 2012 and accused of shooting 
Ansaldo Nucleare manager and Finmeccanica affiliate, Roberto Adinolfi, in the knees – an action 
carried out by Olga nucleus FAI/FRI in May 2012. In May 2015, their sentences were reduced, 
Alfredo’s to 9 years and 5 months in prison, Nicola’s to 8 years and 8 months.

In September 2016, they were declared suspects in a new case of participation in an underground 
organisation with terrorist intentions (Informal Federation of Anarchists). In April 2019, Alfredo 
was sentenced to 20 years, held responsible for the possession and transport of explosives in 
relation to the bomb in Parco Ducale near the Parma RIS ("scientific investigation department" of 
Carabinieri) of 24 October 2005 (acquitted of the crime of attack because the "crime was 



impossible" as the switch of the bomb was off), of the explosive envelope sent to the then mayor of 
Bologna Cofferati in 2 November 2005 (convicted of the bombing plus "possession and 
transportation of explosives"), of attacks with multiple explosive devices at the Carabinieri school 
of Fossano on June 2, 2006, and in the Crocetta district in Turin in 7 March 2007 (crime of 
"massacre aggravated by the fact that the goal would have been the police" and acquitted of the 
aggravating circumstance of political motivation), of sending explosive parcels to the then mayor of
Turin (Chiamparino), to the editor of the newspaper "Torino Cronaca" (Giuseppe Fossati) and to 
COEMA Edilità (company involved in the restructuring of the CIE, "identification and expulsion 
centre" for migrants) in July 2006. He is also indicated as promoter of the FAI (Federazione 
Anarchica Informale), recognised as a "subversive association with terrorism purposes". The 
aggravating circumstance of trans-nationality has fallen. [Updated: 05/08/21]

On November 24, 2020 Alfredo  was sentenced to 20 years (as in the first trial), in continuation with
the sentence of cassation at 9 years, 5 months and 10 days of the trial for the action against Adinolfi.

The sentence for "subversive association with the purpose of terrorism and subversion of the 
democratic order" has been confirmed for Anna Beniamino, Alfredo Cospito and Nicola Gai. As a 
result, comrades Nicola Gai, Alessandro Mercogliano and Marco Bisesti were then released. 

Since 2022 Currently Alfredo has been in hungerstrike for almost 6 months against the 41bis regime
and llife emprisonment and has stated he will go on till the end.

Genoa 10

The Italian High Court confirmed on Friday 13th July 2012 the sentences for the 10 activists were 
guilty of devastation and looting crimes against private property and sentenced for crimes of 
"devastation and looting“ during the G8 summit in Genoa in 2001. Five of the defendants have been
granted right to appeal against other related charges, and their cases will be re-examined by the 
judges. The other five had their appeals rejected and were imprisoned. In 2014, two of the 
sentenced were released on probation and under house arrest.

Mauro Rossetti Busa

, Casa de reclusión de Ópera, via Camporgnano 40, 20100 Milán, Italia. [as of 16/03/23]

Mauro Rossetti Busa was sentenced to 12 years of imprisonment for fire, evasion and manufacture 
of explosive material, threats and with the aggravating circumstance of recidivism and social 
danger. The original attacks took place in 2018 in the vicinity of the headquarters of Casapound and
the multinational distributor Eni in Sant’Anna, which has for some time been in the sights of 
anarchists for its activities abroad. Mauro Rossetti Busa had previously been involved in an attack 
on a public prosecutor in Florence in March 2004. During the hearing he remained unwavering in 
his convictions: “I’ll send you a pack-bomb, the next one will be for you and these cops,” he said.

DAYVID CECCARELLI

Via Aurelia nord km 79.5, SNC, 00053 Civitavecchia, Roma, Italy

 [as of 16/03/23]

DAVIDE DELOGU

Via Roma Verso Scampia 350, 80144 Napoli (NA), Italy

 [as of 16/03/23]



STEFANO MANGIONE

C.C. di Cuneo, via Roncata 75, 12100 Cuneo (CN), Italy

 [as of 16/03/23]

ROBERTO BOTTAMEDI

Via Cesare Beccaria 13, 38121 Spini di Gardolo (TN), Italy

 [as of 16/03/23]

ANDREA PAROLARI 

via Cesare Beccaria 13, 38121 Spini di Gardolo (TN), Italy

 [as of 16/03/23]

SPAIN
Gabriel Pombo da Silva

, Centro Penitenciario Mansilla de las Mulas, Paraje Villahierro, 24210 Mansilla de las Mulas 
(León), España. [Correct as of: 03/23]

Spanish insurrectionary anarchist and former long-term prisoner, who is best known for his book 
'Diario e ideario de un delincuente' (Diary and ideology of a criminal; 2006) and his involvement in 
the so-called ‘Aachen 4 case’, has long been the target for the repressive forces of states across 
Europe. He is once again in prison following his detention on yet another international arrest 
warrant awaiting extradition to Spain.

Gabriel's currently legal situation is as follows:

 The Girona prosecutor's office demands that Gabriel serve another 16 years following an 
interpretation of a non-existent penalty calculation, as they are attempting to deny the 'principle de 
especialidad' should have previously applied (one of the reasons why Gabriel's release was possible 
in June 2016). This must also be claimed and reiterated by Germany at the request of Portugal if 
deemed appropriate.
 Extradition remains frozen while Portugal analyzes the situation, questions Germany about the 
'principle de especialidad' and determines the situation in order to grant extradition or not.
 The objective of the defence is immediate release thanks to the recognition of the same 'principle 
de especialidad'
 If this is not achieved, the goal would be to avoid extradition and to ensure that he would serve his 
supposed residual sentence in Portugal, avoiding the persecution he would undergo in Spanish 
prisons.
 In the event of extradition, we would fight so that this sentence is not served, by the application of 
reduced sentences and mergers of different sentences, which has never happened until now (this 
could happen even if he is imprisoned in Portugal).
 In any case, it is necessary to work via legal avenues so that no power of attorney can reopen any 
previous lawsuit and make any possible arrest warrant vain.

Given that Gabriel's legal case will include the need for legal representation in both Spain and 
Portugal, and in all likelihood Germany too, his legal expenses will be high. A bank account has 
been opened, on behalf of his partner Elisa, so that he can receive solidarity contributions in the 
quickest, direct and most organised means possible.

Owner: Elisa Di Bernardor
Bank: Bankinterr
Iban: ES06-0128-0180-3601-0009-8696r
Bic/Swift Code: BKBKESMMXXX



UPDATE: Gabriel was handed over to the Spanish authorities on May 12th and is currently in 
prison in Badajoz (Extremadura) under the FIES 5 regime, created for prisoners with «special 
characteristics» [e.g. international crime, gender violence or with racist or xenophobic character, 
very serious crimes that have caused great social alarm, Islamist terrorism, radical fanaticism 
related to terrorist ideology, ect.] and has been given the 2nd degree (previously he could access 
prison benefits, enjoy permits and even probation), and the intervention of all communications 
(letters are opened and read, visits are recorded). [20/06/20]

TURKEY
Osman Evcan

,Marmara Ceza Infay Kurumlari, Silivri Kapalı Cezaevi Infaz Kurumu (9 Nolu), Oda No: A-6-41, 
Kampüs PTT Cezaevi Şubesi, Istanbul/Silivri Cezaevi, Turkey. [Correct as of: 14/03/23]

Osman Evcan is an anarchist prisoner who spent his last 23 years in prison. In 1992 he was 
sentenced to 30 years in prison on charges of being a member of a leftist terrorist group and 
robbery. He was also imprisoned for 9 years between 1980-89. Osman adopted anarchist ideas in 
2003, and has also become a vegan and supports animal liberation struggles.
Osman Evcan has been imprisoned in many different prisons all over the country during his 
conviction, fighting against authoritarian violence and especially the violence and oppression which
is a systemic part of the prison’s hierarchical structure, and has continued his fight against prison’s 
oppressive mentality, without giving an inch, through a number of hunger strikes.
His first hunger strike in 2011, which lasted 42 days, was for vegan food to be available in prison. 
During that protest, anarchists and animal liberationists from all over the world, as well as in 
Turkey, supported Osman’s fight to access vegan food in prison. After 42 days on hunger strike the 
government gave in and made regulations for the vegan and vegetarian prisoners: "Vegan or 
vegetarian prisoners demands will be accepted as long as its limited by subsistence allowance."
After this victory, Osman continued the anarchist struggle from within the prison system. He has 
supported the LGBT, Animal Liberation, women rights and anti-imperialist struggles outside prison 
and has carried out 3-day hunger strikes to protest the animal massacre during each 'feast of 
sacrifice' every year. He has also written articles in support of a wide range of struggles and 
continues his political fight as much as he can from prison.

Sadik Akso

Dumlu 1 nolu Yüksek Güvenlikli Ceza Infaz Kurumu Oda: E330-E31 Yakutiye ,Erzurum

[as of 14/03/23]

Markéta Všelichová 

and 

Miroslav Farkas 

were arrested on November 13, 2016 while attempting to cross the Habur border crossing from 
Turkey to Iraq. They were accused of participating in terrorist activity in Northern Syria and taken 
into custody. On the August 2 they were sentenced to 6 years and 3 months for belonging to the 
Kurdish defence forces YGP/YPJ (these non-state kurdish groups are fighting Daesh/ISIS, the 
turkish army which has been repressing Kurds for several decades, and the dictatorial regime of 
Bashar Al-Asad).



Markéta had been to Rojava twice, according to her own words she joined the defence forces and 
fell in love with the region and its specific cultural and political situation. This time she and Mirek 
were on their way to Rojava, where they planned to set up a field hospital for fighters and civilians, 
and eventually help with defence, as she says herself. Together they made a campaign before their 
big journey, during which they wanted to acquire the necessary material, while also not being afraid
to make lectures about life, fighting and revolution in the region. These public activities also 
probably raised the interest of Turkish agents.

In an interview Markéta said she feels with people, who risk their life in the fight against evil, that 
she would like to help Rojava with anything it needs, and that she realises that as a European she 
has greater possibilities how to get involved and help. A bit my own way, but with them, as she said.
Often we read about how Mirek and Markéta are not terrorists but innocent victims. We completely 
understand and respect this reaction of their close friends and family, but we do not think it is a 
strategy that is helpful to us nor do we dare to claim that both people in prison would agree with it. 
We do not want to waste energy by endlessly repeating the statement that they are not terrorists. Not
because we think the opposite but because from historical and personal experience we know that the
term terrorist itself is an empty term which the the state uses to label anyone it considers its enemy. 
In the Czech Republic it is used to describe anarchists, in western Europe radical Islamists and in 
Turkey it is used to describe the people who fight them.

Markéta and Mirek chose to make a brave step and unfortunately fell into custody of the Turkish 
state, the biggest oppressor of the Kurdish people for many decades and who therefore sees both 
activists as its enemy. Now they are both in a Turkish prison. If you feel solidarity with them and 
want to support them then first of all do not hesitate and write them a letter to the following 
addresses. (Letters must be written in English, you will find what to write and what not to write in 
the section "How to write 
letters")[https://antifenix.noblogs.org/files/2015/06/dopisovani_veznum.pdf]

Markéta’s address:

Van T Tipi Kapali Ceza İnfaz Kurumu
Markéta Všelichová
Tevekli Mah. Erciş Yolu (Erciş Yolu 25. Km) Tuşba / Van
650 40
Turecká republika – Türkiye Cumhuriyeti

Mirek’s address:

Van F Tipi Yuksek Guvenlikli Kapali Ceza Infaz Kurumu
Miroslav Farkas
Abdurrahman Gazi, Km, Ipek Yolu Cd. N°25
650 40 Van Merkez/Van
Turecká republika – Türkiye Cumhuriyeti



Indonesia
[as of 2022]

Bima Satria Putra 

Lapas Narkotika Kelas II B Banyuasin, Palembang. 
Sentenced to 15 yearsfor posession and smuggling of narcotics

Carolous Krisna Putra Pratama

Lapas Narkotika Kelas II B Banyuasin, Palembang. 
Sentenced to 15 yearsfor posession and smuggling of narcotics

Fahmi Fikri Salman 

Rumah Tahanan Polres Cianjur. 
As of may 2022 awating process ,accused of throwing a molotov cocktail.

Rian Ardian

 Rumah Tahanan Polres Cianjur. 
In process may 2022 ,  accused of throwing a molotov cocktail

Jon Sondang Pakpahan 

Rumah Tahan Teroris Cikeas.
In process may 2022 ,  accused of throwing a molotov cocktail

Bima Satria Putra

On December 3, 2021, Bima (anarchist writer from Indonesia) and Krisna were arrested by the

police for bringing 15 kg of dried marijuana from Aceh, Bima was sentenced to 15 years in prison, a

subsidiary of 6 months based on the results of the trial verdict on April 13, 2022.

He is still continuing his interdisciplinary historical research project and anarchist anthropological

theoretical approach to a stateless society in the archipelago from behind bars with research that

relies entirely on library research without observations and field visits. “Hingga Semua Penjara Rata

dengan Tanah” (Until All Prisons are Flattened to the Ground) is a memoir that he wrote regularly

during his sentence, chronicling his new journey and struggles in Indonesian prisons, trying to

dismantle the rot and get rid of the wrecks of the Indonesian prison system.

In his own words:

Given the state’s repressive policies to regulate what we consume and what we don’t, and that my

actions are motivated by more radical motives than just financial matters, I claim to be not only a

narcotics prisoner, but also a political prisoner.

Further information can be accessed through:

Instagram: pustakacatut Email: pustakacatutgmail.com



RUSSIA

 Moscow ABC advise that letters in English are seldom accepted in Russian prisons, so if you do 
not have a chance to write in Russian (i.e. by using simply phrases and translating them by a 
translation program), just send photos and postcards.

Andrei Kazimirov

, [Kazimirov Andrei Sergeyevich 1991 g.r.], SIZO-4 Medved, 127081, 4 Vilyuyskaya St., Moscow, 
Russia. [Correct as of: 05/08/21]

Andrei Kazimirov is an anti-fascist from Brest, was detained on January 14, 2021 in Moscow and 
arrested with the intention of extradition to Belarus, where he is charged under Article 293.2 of the 
Criminal Code (participation in mass riots).
UPDATE: The Moscow court decided to deport him to Belarus on July 29th, but the European 
Court of Human Rights has halted the deportation until January 15, 2022. Meanwhile, he is in 
remand prison and some mail could cheer him up. [05/08/21]

Chelyabinsk Anarchists

On the September 10th Chelyabinsk Central area district court sentenced Anastasia Safonova and 
Dmitry Tsibukovski to 2 and 2.5 years in prison respectively, charged with "hooliganism". Their 
crime – they hung a banner with the text "FSB is the main terrorist" in solidarity with anarchist 
prisoners of the Network case to the fence of the FSB office in Chelyabinsk in November 2018. 
They were remanded in April of 2020, and released in July of the same year to wait for the court. 
Tsibulkovski admitted that he had hung the banner under torture with electric shocks.

Currently both are waiting for the appeal court verdict in a remand prison, so you can send them 
mail to cheer them up:

Anastasia Safonova

, [Safonova Anastasia Viktorovna 1991], SIZO-3 ul. Artilleriyskaya 66a, 456205 g. Chelyabinsk 
Russia. [Correct as of: 05/08/21]

Dmitry Tsibulkovski

, [Tsibulkovski Dmitry Aleksandrovich 1993 g.r.], SIZO-1 ul. Rossiyskaya 53A, 453006 
Chelyabinsk Russia. [Correct as of: 05/08/21]

"Minecraft Terrorists" Case

Two boys, who turned 15 years old last year, Nikita Uvarov and Denis Mikhaylenko, have been in 
jail since last summer, accused of plotting a terrorist attack. According to the charges, they were, 
among other things, planning to build the headquarters of the Russian security service FSB in 
Minecraft, and to blow it up there. The two were arrested in June 2020 after they spread posters 
demanding the release of anarchist and mathematician Azat Miftakhov, arrested in Moscow. One of 



the posters was posted on the local FSB building in Kansk. Denis and Nikita were also planning to 
organise a Food Not Bombs-event in Kansk, to give food to the homeless.
A third teenager, Bogdan Andreev was also arrested at the same time but is currently under house 
arrest, and is not allowed to use phone or Internet. All three are charged with "Studying in order to 
carry out a terrorist attack", and "Membership and founding of a terrorist organisation". Besides 
playing Minecraft and putting up posters, the three were preparing small fireworks and discussing 
means to struggle against the current regime in Russia. With these charges, adults would spend in 
prison at least 15 years, up to a jail sentence. Because Denis, Nikita and Bogdan are underage, 
maximum sentence is 10 years in prison. [see: The 14 Year Old Minecraft "Terrorists" Of Russia for
more on the story]

UPDATE: On February 10, 2022, Nikita, Denis and Bogdan we found guilty of "undergoing 
training for the purpose of carrying out terrorist activities" by the Eastern Military Court in 
Krasnoyarsk. Nikita was sentenced to five years in a penal colony, while Denis and Bogdan were 
handed three and four-year suspended sentences.

Nikita Uvarov

 [Uvarov Nikita Andreevich, 2005 g.r.], 663600, Krasnoyarski kray, Kansk, ul. Krasnoy Armii, 1 str.
8, KVK, Russia. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Azat Miftakhov

 [Miftakhov Azat Fanisovich, 1993 g.r.].
FKU IK-17, 612740, Kirovskaya obl., Omutinsk, ul. Trudovykh rezervov, 125, Russia. [Correct as 
of: 16/08/22]

Anarchist Azat Miftakhov was detained by law enforcement officers on the morning of February 1, 
2019 on suspicion of making explosives and attacking a ruling party office in Moscow. He was 
sentenced to 6 years in prison.

Pavel Krisevich

 [Pavel Olegovich Krisevich. 2000 g.r.], FKU SIZO-2 UFSIN Rossii po g. Moskve, 127055 Moskva
ul. Novoslobodskaya d. 45, Russia. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Pavel Krisevich is an actionist artist, who has been detained several times for his performances, all 
of which have been against repression and for political prisoners in Russia. His last action was a 
symbolic suicide performance in the Red Square with a gun loaded with blank cartridges on June 
11, 2021. We support Krisevich not because he has been part of the anarchist movement (he has 
not), but because he has prominently supported repressed anarchists, especially those in the Penza-
St. Petersburg Network case.

'Network' Case

In the run-up to presidential elections and the FIFA World Cup, repression against antifascists and 
anarchists started in Russia. In Autumn 2017, 6 people were arrested in Penza; several of them had 
weapons and explosives planted on them. FSB officers then tortured the antifascists right in the 
detention facility: they applied naked wires to the activists’ various body parts and turned the 
electricity on, they beat them up, hanged them upside down. While torturing them, the agents made 
the activists learn by heart the story the FSB needed: they were supposed to confess of having 
founded and belonging to a terrorist organisation called 'The Network'. In late January 2018, two 

https://brightonabc.org.uk/news.html#41


more antifascists were arrested in Saint-Petersburg. They, too, were beaten up, tortured with electric
current, and forced to incriminate themselves by confirming they were members of the 'Network'.
For the full background to the case, see: https://rupression.com/en/

Viktor Filinkov

, [Filinkov Viktor Sergeevich 1994 g.r.], IK-1 Krymskiy per. 119, 460026 g. Orenburg, Russia. 
[Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Viktor Filinkov (Виктор Филинков) as born in Petropavlovsk, Kazakhstan. From the age of 10 
have interest in remote control robots, fixing electronic devices, computer programming. After 
school moved to Omsk (Russia) where he started working as computer programmer (coder). Linux-
community user, open-source software and open-internet enthusiast. Gave lectures about internet-
security. Left-wing activist, antifascist and supporter of the trade union movement, who identifies as
an anarchist.
On January 23th of 2018 was arrested by FSB during investigation of so-called 'Network' case.
In June 2020, St. Petersburg’s military court sentenced Viktor Filinkov, 25, to seven years and Yuli 
Boyarshinov, 28, to 5.5 years in a penal colony.

Yuliy Boyarshinov

, [Boyarshinov Yuliy Nikolayevich 1991 g.r.], FKU IK-7 UFSIN Rossii po Respublike Kareliya g. 
Serezha, ul. Leybugskaya 186420 Respublika Kareliya Russia. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Yuliy Boyarshinov (Юлий Бояршинов) was born in St.Petersburg, Russia. Studied at ITMO 
University, faculty of physics and engineering. Worked as industrial alpinists.
For the last 5 years he was one of the organisers of 'Free Market' in St.Petersburg, it’s an event, 
where you can take the things you need and leave the ones you don’t need. Vegetarian, volunteer in 
animal shelters. Enjoys travelling and hiking, likes science fiction.
On January 21 of 2018 was arrested. On 11th of April Yuliy was changed with participation on 
terrotistic society 'Network'. FSB officers were threatening him to worsen his prison conditions if 
Yuliy will not cooperate. Later they moved him to another cell with 150 prisoners - murder, rape, 
and robbery convicts. Moreover cell has only 115 beds.
In June 2020, St. Petersburg’s military court sentenced Yuli Boyarshinov, 28, to 5.5 years in a penal 
colony (commuted to 5 years 3 months).

Mikhail Kulkov

 [Kulkov Mikhail Alekseevich 1994 g.r.], FKU IK-6 UFSIN Rossii po Respublike Mariy El ul. 
Stroiteley 56a g. Yoshkar-Ola 424006 Russia Venäjä. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Born in Penza, he graduated from the Penza Trade and Economic College, specialty cook-
technologist. After studying he served the army as radio man. After the army he planned to open a 
fast-food joint for the beginning, and in the future a cafe.
Detained on July 4, 2018 in the frame of the investigation of the so-called 'Network' case. 
In 2020, he was sentenced to 10 years prison on charges of participation in a terrorist group (part 2 
of the statute 205.4 of Russian criminal codex), and drug related charges (part 3 of statute 30 with 
parameter "g" of part 4 of statute 228.1 of the Russian criminal codex).

Andrey Chernov

 [Chernov Andrei Sergeevich, 1989 g.r.], FKU IK-5 UFSIN Rossii po Udmurtskoy Respublike 
427965 ul. Raskolnikova 53a g. Sarapul, Udmurtskaya Respublika 427965 Russia Venäjä. [Correct 
as of: 16/08/22]

Born in the city of Kamenka in the Penza region. He studied at the Penza Pedagogical Institute at 
the Faculty of Physics and Mathematics. A vegetarian, he took part in 'Feed the hungry' actions. He 

https://rupression.com/en/


lived with his twin brother Alexei in a rented apartment in Penza and worked in a factory as a fitter. 
Detained in early November 2017 as part of the so-called 'Network' case investigations. He was 
charged under Part 2 of Art. 205.4 of the Criminal Code of Russia (Participation in Terrorist Group).
You can also send Vasiliy a message online via RosUznik. 

Vasiliy Kuksov 

[Kuksov Vasiliy Alekseevich, 1988 g.r.], FKU LIU-3 GUFSIN Rossii po Nizhegorodskoy oblasti, 
ul. Centralnaya d. 22, Krasnobakovskiy rayon, p. Prudy Nizhegorodskaya oblast 606707 Russia 
Venäjä. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Born in Serdobsk in the Penza region, he studied at an Agricultural academy before working as an 
constructing engineer in Penza. Volonteered in animal shelters. Since being a student interested in 
music: many times participated in the 'Hoper' song-writing contest, was a member of the band 
Academic, and used to perform in Penza Philharmonia. Enjoys nature and hiking. Married to his 
girlfriend who he dated for 10 years before being arrested on November 19, 2017, during 
investigation of so-called 'Network' case. He was beaten-up during his interrogation.
You can also send Vasiliy a message online via RosUznik. 

Ilya Shakurskiy

 [Shakurskiy Ilya Alexandrovich, 1996 g.r.], FKU IK-17 UFSIN Rossii po Respublike Mordoviya, 
431161, Zubovo-Polyanskij rajon, p. Ozernyj, ul. Lesnaya, d. 3, Russia. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

At the time of his arrest, Ilya was living in Penza and was a student of the Faculty of Physics, 
Mathematics and Natural Sciences of the Pedagogical Institute n.a. Belinsky of Penza State 
University. An environmental activist-ecologist, anarchist and anti-fascist, at school he helped 
organise his classmates in a clean-up of the river Moksha. On October 19, 2017, the FSB officers 
detained as part of the so-called 'Network' case investigations. Charged under Part 1 of Art. 205.4 of
the Criminal Code of Russia (Organization of terrorist group). Arrested. During the investigation, 
Shakurskiy was tortured: beaten, tortured with electricity, hung upside down.
You can also send Vasiliy a message online via RosUznik.

Check Rupression for updates.

Evgeni Karakashev

, [Karakashev Evgeni Vitalevich, 1978 g.r.], 361424, Kabardino-Balkariya, CHegemskij rajon, p. 
Kamenka, ul. D.A. Mizieva, 1, FKU IK-1, Russia. [correct as of 16/08/22]

Evgeny Karakashev was born on August 21, 1978 and lives in Yevpatoria, Crimea. On February 1, 
2018, Karakashev was detained, and on February 2, 2018, arrested on suspicion of committing 
crimes under Part 1 of Art. 282 (the incitement of hatred and enmity) and Part 2 of Art. 205.2 
(public calls for terrorism) of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation. According to the 
investigation, Karakashev published a video on one of his pages in social network VKontakte at the 
end of 2014, which allegedly calls for terrorism. In addition, according to the order, in January 
2017, he posted from another account in a chat room for 35 people a text that contains signs of 
“propaganda of the ideology of violence” and “calls for terrorist activities”. In April 2019, he was 
sentenced to 6 years of prison.

For more information: link

https://avtonom.org/en/news/support-political-prisoner-anarchist-evgeny-karakashev
https://avtonom.org/en/news/support-political-prisoner-anarchist-evgeny-karakashev
https://rupression.com/en/person/
http://rosuznik.org/
http://rosuznik.org/
http://rosuznik.org/


Belarus

How to make sure your letter reaches the prisoner in Belarus?
Most of our comrades who have sent letters to imprisoned anarchists and anti-fascists have most 
likely not received any response. This is primarily due to the incredible censorship regime, which in
many cases does not allow any correspondence through. This situation is an attempt to create 
additional pressure on prisoners and to isolate them from outside political support. For example, 
Nikolai Dziadok’s letters are destroyed right in front of his eyes every week by the censors. Other 
comrades simply do not get the letters.

For those who send letters this situation is also extremely demotivating: it is unclear whether the 
letter has reached the comrades or not.

That is why we recommend writing letters through   this   online form  . 

https://abc-belarus.org/en/send-an-online-letter-to-a-prisoner

You can do it in Russian or English. After we receive your letters we pass them through our own 
channels to the comrades in prison. This way if you send letters through our form you can be sure 
that the prisoners will receive your messages.

We do not have the possibility of feedback between you and the prisoners, so the correspondence 
will go one way until the regime collapses or the censorship is loosened (which is not expected in 
the near future). You can, however, continue to send letter per post parallel to using our form, if that
is an important part of solidarity for you.

We ask that you do not use the form to write simple messages such as “hang in there” and so on. 
Take at least 15 minutes to write letters to your comrades. You can write anything you care about, 
but don’t write things that could cause problems for you or your imprisoned comrades.

In recent months we have also received letters for prisoners from the general list of political 
prisoners. We have no possibility at this stage to give them letters, and what you have sent, we have 
forwarded as far as possible to people who are engaged in supporting these prisoners.
 

Anastasia Kukhta

Anastasia is a social activist from Minsk, was detained on 17 February 2022 and arrested for 15 
days allegedly for disorderly conduct. Later she was declared a suspect in a criminal case.

She was accused of participation in protests (Article 342), calling for sanctions or actions aimed at 
harming the national security of the Republic of Belarus (Article 361.3) and creation or 
participation in an extremist formation (Article 361-1.1 of the Criminal Code).

On 11 November 2022 she was sentenced to 5 years in prison.

Anastasia Sergeyevna Kukhta
ul. Volodarskogo 2, SIZO-1
220030 Minsk

Date of birth – 20 January

Mikita Khilkevich | Nikita Khilkevich

Mikita Khilkevich is a young man from Chechersk.

https://abc-belarus.org/?page_id=8682&lang=en
https://abc-belarus.org/?page_id=8682&lang=en
https://abc-belarus.org/?page_id=8682&lang=en


He was convicted together with Rita Zotava and Vadzim Dzenisenka for posting flyers of the 
anarchist group “Pramen”, which, according to investigators, humiliated the riot police. They were 
sentenced to two years of prison.

*We are unaware of Mikita’s political views.

Birthday – 28 May 1994

 

Vadzim Dzenisenka | Vadim Denisenko*

Vadzim Dzenisenka – sound engineer. Was detained on 28 December 2021 for pasting stickers of 
an anarchist group Pramen, the content of which, according to investigators, was degrading OMON 
[riot police] officers. Initially he was accused of “inciting social hatred” (article 130 of the Criminal
Code), but eventually convicted for “desecration of buildings and damage to property” (art. 341) 
and “organization and preparation of actions that grossly violate public order, or active participation
in them” (art. 342). Vadzim was sentenced to 2 years and 6 months of imprisonment in a general-
security penal colony. Ryta Zotava and Mikita Khilkevich were co-defendants in his case.

*We are unaware of Vadim’s political views.

Place of detention is unknown

Birthday – 19 August 1992

Aleh Audziejenka | Oleg Avdeyenko

Aleh Audziejenka is an anarchist from Minsk. Detained on 25 February 2022 for 15 days and later 
charged with organising actions that grossly disrupt public order. Has been in custody since then.

On 5 July 2022, he was sentenced to 3 years of home confinement and released in the court room. 
The time he spent in custody will be included in the term (1 day in detention = 2 days in home 
confinement).

Aliaksandr Zaitsau | Aleksandr Zaytsev

Aliaksandr Zaitsau, an anarchist. Zaitsau was accused of attempting to set fire to Chairman of the 
Supreme Court Sukalo’s dacha (Article 289.2 Attempted act of terrorism by a group of persons). 
Aliaksandr was detained near Valentin Sukalo’s dacha on August 22nd 2021. Krasovsky According 
to our information he went to the case together with provocateur Akulich Dmitry Aleksandrovich, 
whom he had met while he was on administrative detention. We do not know Akulich’s status in 
this case, but he is most likely a witness with a false name of Sergeenko. It is remarkable that 
Akulich was given a real passport with a fake name to do the operation with Zaytsau. On April 15, 
2022 Aliaksandr was sentenced to 10 years in prison.

Address for letters:
Zaytsev Aleksandr Vladimirovich
212013, Mogilev, p/o Veino, Slavgorodskoe shosse 183, IK №15
Belarus

Date of birth 8 October 1982.



Hanna Pyshnik | Anna Pyshnik

Hanna Pyshnik (Chympajesh) was detained on 22 March 2022 in Mozyr and shares anti-fascist 
views. According to the prosecution, she “shot a video of helicopters and sent it to a destructive 
media resource” – Art. 361-4 of the Criminal Code (assistance to an extremist formation).

Pyshnik (Chimpoyesh) Anna Gennadyevna
IK № 4, ul. Antoshkina 3, Gomel, 246035
Birthday – April 2

Artsiom S. Salavej | Artem S. Solovey

An anarchist from Belarus who was detained on 4 August 2021 and arrested on charges of 
organisation of actions that disrupted public order during post-election protests in Belarus (Article 
342.1) and participation in an extremist organisation (Article 361-1.1)

Оn 22 April 2022 sentenced to 4.5 years in prison.

Solovey Artem Sergeevich
IK №15, Slavgorodskoe shosse 183,
Veino, Mogilev, 213105.
Belarus

Date of birth : 9 June 1995

Krystsina Charankova | Kristina Cherenkova 

Kristina is an anti-fascist from Mozyr. Detained on March 23, 2022, she is accused of inciting social
hatred against police officers (Art. 130.1 of the Criminal Code) by publishing offensive comments 
on Instagram.

Kristina’s Instagram support page https://instagram.com/free.kitaanalena

On 16 November 2022, she was sentenced to 2.5 year of imprisonment.

Cherenkova Kristina Aleksandrovna
IK-4, ul. Antoshkina 3, Gomel, 246035
Birthday – April 23

Artsiom D. Salaviej | Artem D. Solovey

Artsiom Salaviej is an anarchist from Minsk. On August 4, 2021, he was arrested for 15 days for 
allegedly resisting arrest by the cops. After that he was not released, the criminal case was opened 
under the Article 342.1 (gross violation of public order) for participation in protests and the Article 
361-1.1 (participation in an extremist organization) Earlier Artsiom had been detained several times 
at marches and preventively before Freedom Day.

On 22 April 2022 sentenced to 5 years in prison.

Solovey Artem Dmitrievich
IK №17, Shklov,
213004, 1-ya Zavodskaya ulica, 8
Belarus

Date of birth: September 10, 1996

https://instagram.com/free.kitaanalena


Jauhien Rubashka | Evgeny Rubashko

An anarchist from Belarus who was detained on 29 July 2021 and arrested on charges of 
organisation of actions that disrupted public order during post-election protests in Belarus. The 
criminal case was opened under the Article 342.1 (gross violation of public order) for participation 
in protests and the Article 361-1.1 (participation in an extremist organization). He reported tortures 
(plastic bag on the head, beatings, etc.)

on 22 April 2022 sentenced to 5 years in prison.

Evgeny Aleksandrovich Rubashko
IK №2. ulica Sikorskogo 1
213800, Bobruysk
Belarus

Birthday 9 July 1989

Aliaksei Halauko | Aleksey Golovko* 

Aliaksei Halauko was detained on 5 March 2021 under a criminal case against the anarchist 
movement from Brest region.

The charges were brought under part 2 of article 285 of the Criminal Code (participation in a 
criminal organization) and part 1 of article 342 of the Criminal Code (organization of group actions 
that grossly violate the public order).

On September 6, 2022, Aliaksei was sentenced to 12 years in a reinforced regime colony and a 
fine of about $8,800.

Address for letters:
SIZO-1, ul. Volodarskogo 2, Minsk, 220030
Aleksey Igorevich Golovko

Birthday February 6, 2001

*We are unaware of his political views, but since he is detained under the anarchists’ case, we 
consider it important to support him in every possible way.

Pavel Shpetny | Pavel Shpetny* 

Pavel Shpetny was detained on 2 March 2021 under a criminal case against the anarchist movement
from Brest region.

The charges were brought under part 2 of article 285 of the Criminal Code (participation in a 
criminal organization) and part 1 of article 342 of the Criminal Code (organization of group actions 
that grossly violate the public order).

On September 6, 2022, Pavel was sentenced to 6 years in a reinforced regime colony and a fine 
of about $6,300.

Address for letters:
SIZO-1, ul. Volodarskogo 2, Minsk, 220030
Pavel Aleksandrovich Shpetny

Birthday April 25, 1997

*We are unaware of his political views, but since he is detained under the anarchists’ case, we 
consider it important to support him in every possible way.



Mikita Dranets | Nikita Dranets*, 

Mikita Dranets was detained on 2 March 2021 under a criminal case against the anarchist 
movement from Brest region.

The charges were brought under part 2 of article 285 of the Criminal Code (participation in a 
criminal organization) and part 1 of article 342 of the Criminal Code (organization of group actions 
that grossly violate the public order).

On September 6, 2022, Mikita was sentenced to 6 years in a reinforced regime colony and a fine 
of about $6,300.

Address for letters:
SIZO-1, ul. Volodarskogo 2, Minsk, 220030
Nikita Vadimovich Dranets

Birthday January 1, 1999

*We are unaware of his political views, but since he is detained under the anarchists’ case, we 
consider it important to support him in every possible way.

Andrei Marach | Andrey Marach, 

Antifascist from Brest. Detained on 2 March 2021 on suspicion of involvement in a criminal 
organisation of anarchists and gross violation of public order (Articles 285 and 342 of the Criminal 
Code). Andrei has a history of repression, he was serving an administrative arrest in early August 
2020.

An international criminal organisation case was filed against Minsk activists Aliaksandr 
Frantskevich, Andrei Chapiuk, Akikhira Gajeuski-Khanada and Maryia Rabkova in February 2021. 
Law enforcers claim that the organisation had chapters in various cities and countries and was 
sponsored by some informal foundations. In early March, seven people were detained in Brest, and 
another 15 suspects, according to law enforcers, left Belarus.

On September 6, 2022, Andrei was sentenced to 5 years in a reinforced regime colony and a fine 
of about $6,300.

Address for letters:
SIZO-1, ul. Volodarskogo 2, Minsk, 220030
Andrey Igorevich Marach

Date of birth 10 November 1995

Aliaksandr Kazlianka | Aleksandr Kozlyanko, 

Anarchist from Brest. Detained on 2 March 2021 on suspicion of involvement in a criminal 
organisation of anarchists and gross violation of public order (Articles 285 and 342 of the Criminal 
Code). Allegedly he was involved in a road blockage in Brest in May 2018: anarchists then blocked 
three lanes of the M1 motorway, opposing the construction of a battery plant. Aliaksandr is twenty 
years in activism, and he used to have multiple encounters with police; he was serving an 
administrative arrest in early August 2020.

An international criminal organisation case was filed against Minsk activists Aliaksandr 
Frantskevich, Andrei Chapiuk, Akikhira Gajeuski-Khanada and Maryia Rabkova in February 2021. 
Law enforcers claim that the organisation had chapters in various cities and countries and was 
sponsored by some informal foundations. In early March, seven people were detained in Brest, and 
another 15 suspects, according to law enforcers, left Belarus.



On September 6, 2022, Aliaksandr was sentenced to 6 years in a reinforced regime colony and a 
fine of about $6,300.

Address for letters:
SIZO-1, ul. Volodarskogo 2, Minsk, 220030
Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Kozlyanko

Date of birth 15 October 1983

Mikalai Dziadok | Nikolay Dedok*

Anarchist and blogger Mikalai Dziadok was detained late in the evening of November 11, 2020. 
Dziadok was tortured for several hours and forced to give passwords to the encrypted equipment. 
Mikalai was accused of gross violation of public order, calls to the change of the regime via internet
and possession of Molotov cocktails (he claims they were planted during the search).

The investigation believed that Dziadok repeatedly called for illegal actions on his Internet pages, 
including participation in protests and resistance to the cops. Dziadok was forced to go underground
even before the protests started because of the threat of political persecution.

In October 2021, Mikalai was sentenced to 5 years of imprisonment.

This is not his first prison term. On May 27, 2011 was found guilty of the attack on the casino 
“Shangri La”, the attack on the Trade Union Federation building and the participation in the anti-
militarist manifestation near the General Staff and sentenced to 4.5 years of imprisonment for 
group hooliganism. On February 26, 2015 was sentenced to another year in prison for disobedience 
to the prison administration. Pardoned by the president on August 22, 2015.

Dedok Nikolay Aleksandrovich
Turma-1, ul. Kirova 1, Grodno, 230023
Belarus

* We condemn certain Mikalai’s positions on feminism and anti-racism published in his texts. 
Despite that, we find it important to continue critically supporting him.

Uladzislau Zianievich | Vladislav Zenevich

Uladzislau Zianievich, an antifascist from Minsk, was detained on November 30 under Art. 342 part
1 (gross violation of public order).

Earlier Ulad was detained on the march on November 1, severely beaten, the next day he was fined. 
A search was also conducted in his apartment.

On February 23, 2021, sentenced to 3 years of custodial restraint. On June 3 was transfered to
an open-type correctional facility.

Address:

230025, Grodno, ul. Lidskaya 29b, k. 32, Belarus
Zenevich Vladislav Vladimirovich

Birthday – July 10

Vital Shyshlou | Vitaly Shishlov

Vital Shyshlou is an antifascist and fan of “MTZ-RIPO” football club. He was detained on 
September 25, 2020 for participation in protests against Lukashenko’s inauguration. Vital was 

http://abc-belarus.org/?p=5809&lang=en
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iQ3kz0hVDM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iQ3kz0hVDM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLNyIpJYz7Q&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXKjrVVAHXw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXKjrVVAHXw


charged under Art. 364 (violence or threat of violence against an officer of internal affairs) and Art. 
293.1 (organization of mass riots). 

On 2 July 2021, sentenced to six years in prison.

Address for sending letters:
IK №3
211322, Vitebsk region, Vitba
Belarus
Shyshlou Vitaly Vycheslavovich

Dzmitry Dubouski | Dmitry Dubovski

Dzmitry Dubouski is an anarchist from Soligorsk. Arrested on the night of 28-29 October 2020 
close to Ukrainian border by Belarusian border guards together with Siarhei Ramanau, Dzmitry 
Rezanovich and Ihar Alinevich. Charged with terrorism and illegal possession of firearms. 
According to prosecutors office he and his comrades organized several arson attacks in Soligorsk 
and Mozyr against state institutions. On 22 December 2021 sentenced to 18 years in prison.

Before his arrest in October 2020, Dzmitry was on the run for 10 years persecuted for direct actions 
of 2009-2010.

In November 2022 he was tried for the events of 2009-2010 under two articles of the Criminal 
Code: part 2 of article 339 (hooliganism committed repeatedly or by a group) and part 2 of article 
218 (intentional destruction or destruction of or damage to other people’s property). Dzmitry was 
found guilty and sentenced to 5 years in prison.

Taking into account the unserved sentence of 18 years in the “anarcho-partisan” case of 2020, 
Dzmitry Dubouski was sentenced to 20 years of imprisonment.

Address for letters:
SIZO № 2, ul. Gagarina 2 g. Vitebsk, 210026
Dmitry Nikolaevich Dubovski

Birthday 29.07.1986

Siarhei Ramanau | Sergey Romanov

Siarhei Ramanau is an anarchist from Gomel. Arrested on the night of 28-29 October 2020 close to 
Ukrainian border by Belarusian border guards together with Dzmitry Dubouski, Dzmitry 
Rezanovich and Ihar Alinevich. Charged with terrorism and illegal possession of firearms. 
According to prosecutors office he and his comrades organized several arson attacks in Soligorsk 
and Mozyr against state institutions.

On 22 December 2021 sentenced to 20 years in prison.

Siarhei previously spent 5 years in prison for carrying explosives, upon release, a case of violating 
the probation requirements.

Address for letters:
IK-11, Volkovysky rayon, Grodnenskay oblast, 231900, Volkovysk, ul. Rokossovskogo, 118
Romanov Sergey Aleksandrovich

Birthday 7 June.

https://abc-belarus.org/language/en/2020/11/open-letter-in-support-of-belarus-anarchist-revolutionaries/


Ihar Alinevich | Igor Olinevich

Ihar  Alinevich is  a Belarusian anarchist.  Arrested on the night of 28-29 October  2020 close to
Ukrainian border by Belarusian border guards together with Siarhei Ramanau, Dzmitry Rezanovich
and Dzmitry Dubouski. Charged with terrorism and illegal possession of firearms. According to
prosecutors office he and his comrades organized several arson attacks in Soligorsk and Mozyr
against state institutions.

On 22 December 2021 sentenced to 20 years in prison.

Address for letters:
Sledstvennaya tyurma №8, Zhodino,
222163, ul. Sovetskaya, 22A
Igor Vladimirovich Olinevich

Buy Igor’s book that he wrote when he was in KGB jail last time.
In English @ blackmosquito
In German @ blackmosquito

Background:
On May 27, 2011 is found guilty of participating in the attack on the Russian embassy in Minsk, the
arson of the Belarusbank, the attack on the casino “Shangri La” and the anti-militarist manifestation
near  the General  Staff  headquarters and was sentenced to  8 years  of  imprisonment for group
disorderly conduct and intentional destruction of property.

Pardoned by the president on August 22, 2015.

Dzmitry Rezanovich | Dmitry Rezanovich

Dzmitry Rezanovich is an anarchist from Gomel. Arrested on the night of 28-29 October 2020 close
to Ukrainian border by Belarusian border guards together with Siarhei Ramanau, Dzmitry Dubouski
and  Ihar  Alinevich.  Charged  with  terrorism  and  illegal  possession  of  firearms.  According  to
prosecutors office he and his comrades organized several arson attacks in Soligorsk and Mozyr
against state institutions.

On 22 December 2021 sentenced to 19 years in prison.

Address for letters:
IK №22, stanciya Domanovo, a/ya 20,
Brestskaya obl., Ivacevichi,
225295, Belarus
Rezanovich Dmitry Grigorevich

Birthday 12 November

History  of  previous  detention:
Detained on March 16, 2014 when crossing the border between Russia and the Ukraine in Kursk.
He has been kept in Kursk detention center ever since. He had the passport of his brother, but it
looks like the special services were not interested in this misdemeanor, they allegedly suspect him
of a conspiracy to launch an attack on Kursk nuclear power plant as well as participation in Maidan
protests. We think this story is connected with the Russian hysteria about possible war with the

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iQ3kz0hVDM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iQ3kz0hVDM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXKjrVVAHXw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT7f1hro9jc&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT7f1hro9jc&feature=player_embedded
https://black-mosquito.org/en/ihaz-alinevich-auf-dem-weg-nach-magadan.html.html
https://black-mosquito.org/en/ihar-alinevich-on-the-way-to-magadan.html


Ukraine and expected diversive acts from Ukrainian side. Later Dzmitry was accused of illegal
border crossing. On July 3, 2014 he was sentenced to a deportation and a fine of 400 euro.

On July 25th, 2014 Rezanovich was deported from Russia to Belarus.

Andrei Chapiuk | Andrey Chepyuk

Andrei Chapiuk – an anarchist from Minsk, volunteer of the Human Rights Center “Viasna”. He 
was detained in Minsk on October 2, 2020 by the political police. On October 9, Andrey was 
charged under part 2 of article 293 of the Criminal code – “participation in mass riots”. In February 
2021 a new accusation was added of participation in an international criminal organisation.

An international criminal organisation case was filed against Minsk activists Aliaksandr 
Frantskevich, Andrei Chapiuk, Akikhira Gajeuski-Khanada and Maryia Rabkova in February 2021. 
Law enforcers claim that the organisation had chapters in various cities and countries and was 
sponsored by some informal foundations. In early March 2021, seven people were detained in 
Brest, and 15 other suspects, according to law enforcers, left Belarus.

On September 6, 2022, Andrei was sentenced to 6 years in prison.

Address for sending letters:
Chepiuk Andrey Sergeyevich
SIZO-1, ul. Volodarskogo, 2
220030 Minsk
Belarus

birthday May 17, 1996

Aliaksandr Frantskevich | Aleksandr Frantskevich

Aliaksandr Frantskevich is a left-wing activist from Belarus. He was detained on August 12 in 
Minsk фтв charged under part 1 of article 293 of the Criminal Code – “organization of mass riots”. 
It was reported that during his detention Aliaksandr was tortured with a еaser to give false 
testimony. In February 2020 a new accusation was added of participation in an international 
criminal organisation.

An international criminal organisation case was filed against Minsk activists Aliaksandr 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLNyIpJYz7Q&feature=player_embedded
http://abc-belarus.org/files/2013/09/3.09-11.jpg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jT27oiSwCY0
https://abc-belarus.org/?p=13086&lang=en


Mikita Jemialjanau | Nikita Emelyanov 

Anarchist from Minsk. He was detained on October 19 together with Ivan Komar on suspicion of 
the attempt to set fire to Minsk pretrial detention centre (article 295-3 “Illegal actions with 
combustible substances” and article 344 “Intentional destruction or damage of historical and 
cultural values”) in solidarity with Dzmitry Palijenka, who was kept there under arrest at that time. 
Later the charges were also brought for another unsuccessful attack on the same pretrial detention 
centre (article 295-3 “Illegal actions with combustible substances” and article 344 “Intentional 
destruction or damage to historical and cultural property”), as well as for throwing paint at the 
Minsk city court in solidarity with Dzmitry Palijenka (article 341 “Desecration of buildings and 
destruction of property”).

On February 12, 2020 Mikita Jemialjanau and Ivan Komar were found guilty and sentenced to 7 
years of prison each.

On March 27, 2020, the appellate court commuted the sentence of Mikita Jemialjanau to 4 years, 
that of Ivan Komar – to 3.5 years of imprisonment.

Ivan Komar bears false witness against Jemialjanau, so ABC-Belarus does not support him. Komar 
was amnestied in January 2022. 

On 11 March 2022, Mikita was sentenced to 2 more years in prison for gross violation of prison 
rules.

Write Mikita to:

Emelyanov Nikita Vladimirovich

IK-11, ul. Rokossovskogo 118, Volkovyssk, Volkovysski r-n, Grodnenskaya obl., 231900
BELARUS

Birthday – March 24.

"Anarchist Criminal Organisation" Case
Akihiro Khanada-Gaevsky and Alexander Frantskevich were detained on August 12, 2020 and 
charged with participating in mass riots. Maria Rabkova and Andrei Chepiuk were detained later 
and over time accused of creating and participating an anarchist criminal organisation. In March 
2021, seven more people were detained in Brest and accused of being a chapter of this organisation.
In June 2021, several people were also detained as suspects in this case in Grodno, but were 
released after 10 days. Maria Rabkova doesn’t want to be associated with anarchism.

Khanada-Gaevsky Akikhiro Svyatoslavovich
Chepiuk Andrey Sergeyevich
Frantskevich Aleksandr Vladimirovich
Kozlyanko Aleksandr Aleksandrovich
Marach Andrey Igorevich
Golovko Aleksey Igorevich
Dranets Nikita Vadimovich
Shpetny Pavel Aleksandrovich

Address:
ul. Volodarskogo, 2, SIZO-1



220030 Minsk
Belarus. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Aleksandr Zaitsev 

Zaitsev Aleksandr Vladimirovich]
IK-15, 212013, Mogilev, p/o Veino, Slavgorod shosse 183, Belarus. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]
Alexander Zaitsev was detained after attempting to set fire to Chairman of the Supreme Court’s 
summerhouse (Attempted act of terrorism by a group of persons) on 22 August 2021. According to 
our information his accomplice was a provocateur Akulich Dmitry, whom Zaitzev had met while 
serving an administrative arrest. On 15 April 2022 Aleksander was sentenced to 10 years in prison. 

Anti-Lukashenko Protests

Denis  Boltut

[Boltut Denis Viktorovich], Penal colony No. 2. vulica Sikorskaha 1,213800, Babrujsk, Belarus. 
[Correct as of: 06/11/21]

Denis Boltut is an antifascist and fan of the MTZ-RIPO football club. He was detained after the 
protests on September 23 against Lukashenko’s inauguration. Denis was charged with 342 part 1 
(organisation and preparation of actions grossly violating public order, or active participation in 
them).
On July 2, 2021, he was sentenced to six years in prison.

Tamaz Pipiya 

[Pipiya Tamaz Vazhevich], Penal colony No. 1. 211440, Navapolack, vulica Technichnaya 8, 
Belarus. [Correct as of: 06/11/21]

Timur Pipiya is an antifascist from Minsk and a fan of the football club "MTZ-RIPO“. He was 
detained on September 25 under suspicion of organising mass riots on September 23 during 
Lukashenko’s inauguration. He was charged under part 1 of article 342 (organisation and 
preparation of actions that grossly violate public order or active participation in them). He is being 
held in the pre-trial detention center of Zhodzina.
On July 2, 2021, he was sentenced to five years in prison.

BELARUS
NB: Before sending letters or cards, check with your local post if they send mail to Belarus – 
because of the sanctions, some countries stopped cooperating with Belarusian post offices. Also, 
political prisoners in Belarus are reporting non-delivery and destruction of mail coming from 
comrades even inside the country. You can try to send the letters anyway, but take pictures of them 
and send them to belarus_abc@riseup.net. ABC-Belarus will pass them to relatives or lawyers. 
Alternatively, use an online form on their website https://abc-belarus.org/?page_id=8682&lang=en 

 

https://abc-belarus.org/?page_id=8682&lang=en


Ivan Krasovsky

Ivan Krasovsky is a Belarusian anarchist who was detained on September 24 in Minsk. A criminal 
case under article 293.2 was brought against Ivan – participation in mass riots (from three to eight 
years). He is now in pre-trial detention center № 1 in Minsk.
Ivan had initially been detained on August 12 when, after being severely beaten by GUBOPIK and 
OMON officers, he ended up in hospital. Due to injuries of varying severity, he had to use the 
wheelchair for two weeks.
On February 19, 2021, he was sentenced to 3 years of restriction of freedom with a referral, left the 
country.

'Pramen' Case

Aleksandr Belov [Belov Aleksandr Andreevich]

IK-22, Brestski rajon, Ivatsevichy, 225295, stantsiya Domanovo, a/ya 20, Belarus. [Correct as of: 
16/08/22]

Artem D. Solovy [Solovey Artem Dmitrievich]

IK-17, Shklov, 213004, ul. 1-ya Zavodskaya, 8, Belarus.

Artem S. Solovy [Solovey Artem Sergeevich]

IK-15, Slavgorodskoe shosse 183, Veino, Mogilev, 213105, Belarus.

On April 22, 2022 the verdict was pronounced in the so-called 'Pramen case'. Aleksandr Belov, 
Evgeny Rubashko and Artem D. Solovy were tried on charges of organisation of actions that 
disrupted public order during post-election protests in Belarus (Article 342.1) and participation in 
an extremist organisation (Article 361-1.1) and sentenced to 5 years in prison, whilst Artem S. 
Solovy was sentenced to 4.5 years. 
Aleksandr (nicknamed Zhenya) and Evgeny were arrested on July 29, 2021 and charged with 
participation in the 2020 protests. Two other activists, who are both called Artem Solovy Artsiom 
Salavei (though unrelated) were detained a week later. While the investigation was going on, the 
anarchist media collective Pramen and its website and social networks were recognised as an 
extremist formation. The four were accused of promoting extremist activities on behalf of the 
collective.
All four had already been detained for various protests and spent short periods under arrest during 
2020-21.

LINK to a pre-trail interview with Zhenya Rubashko

Mikalai Dziadok, [Dedok Nikolay Aleksandrovich], Turma-1, ul. Kirova 1, Grodno, 230023, 
Belarus. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Anarchist and blogger Mikalai Dziadok was detained late in the evening of November 11, 2020. 
After his arrest Dziadok was tortured for several hours and forced to give passwords to the 
encrypted equipment. 
The investigation believes that Dziadok repeatedly called for illegal actions on his Internet pages, 

https://www.anarchistfederation.net/interview-anarchist-prisoner-zhenya-rubashko-about-detention-being-under-arrest-and-his-fighting-spirit/


including participation in protests and resistance to the cops. Dziadok himself was forced to go 
underground even before the revolution because of the threat of political persecution. Mikola’s trial 
started on June 29, 2021
[Belarus ABC have stated that, whilst they have condemned certain positions of Dedok on feminism
and antiracism published in his texts, they consider it important to continue critically support him.]

Mikita Yemelyanau, [Yemelyanov Nikita Vladimirovich], IK-11, ul. Rokossovskogo 118, 
Volkovyssk, Volkovysski r-n, Grodnenskaya obl., 231900, Belarus. [Correct as of: 16/08/22]

Anarchist from Belarus, sentenced to 4 years for setting fire to Minsk pretrial detention centre and 
attacking a court with paint bulbs in solidarity with another anarchist, who was being kept there 
under arrest at that time.

Igor Banzer [released] 
Igor Banzer is an antifascist, musician and anarchist from Grodno. He was detained on October 20 
in Grodno. He was charged under part 1 of article 339 (hooliganism) for performance in front of a 
cop car. On March 19, 2021 sentenced to 1.5 years of custodial restraint, which he began on June 
17, 2021 in an open-type correctional facility. [last updated 20/12/21]

Mikita Yemelyanau (Yemelyanov Nikita Vladimirovich), ul. Krupskoy 99A, ST-4, 212011 
Mogilev, Belarus. [Correct as of: 06/12/20]

An anarchist from Minsk, he was detained on October 19, 2019together with Ivan Komar on 
suspicion of attempted arson at a Minsk pretrial detention centre (article 295-3 "Illegal actions with 
combustible substances“ and article 344 "Intentional destruction or damage of historical and 
cultural values“) in solidarity with Dzmitry Palijenka, who was being held there under arrest at that 
time. Later the charges were also brought for another unsuccessful attack on the same pretrial 
detention centre (article 295-3 "Illegal actions with combustible substances“ and article 344 
"Intentional destruction or damage to historical and cultural property“), as well as for throwing 
paint at the Minsk city court in solidarity with Dzmitry Palijenka (article 341 "Desecration of 
buildings and destruction of property“).
On February 12, 2020 Mikita Yemelyanau and Ivan Komar were found guilty and sentenced to 7 
years of prison each.
On March 27, 2020, the appellate court commuted the sentence of Mikita Yemelyanau to 4 years, 
that of Ivan Komar – to 3.5 years of imprisonment.
Ivan Komar bears false witness against Yemelyanau, so ABC groups are not supporting him.

[link]

See also: abc-belarus.org/ for up-to-date news on Belarus prisoners. Also, you can send on-line 
letters to Belarusian prisoners via the website.

http://abc-belarus.org/?cat=3&lang=en
https://abc-belarus.org/?p=12619&lang=en
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